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through the analysis of this specific example that the 
concepts are developed considering real constraints and 
challenges within industry. 
The board manufacturing plant was studied to define 
the organizational entities required to support the 
business. Information requirements were defined for each 
organizational entity to design a communications network 
for the business support functions. The shop floor was 
also studied to define the information requirements 
needed to design a communication network for the shop 
floor. 
Business objectives were defined from interviewing 
management and together with the shop floor network and 
the business support network, these factors were used to 
complete a CIM implementation plan. System cost, return 
on investment, available technology, skill levels of 
employees, support of top management and system benefits 
were all used to phase the implementation plan. The 
phases of the plan are all modular and the final 
provides a guideline on the procedure to integrate 
modules to provide a totally integrated factory. 
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phase 
the 
ABSTRACT 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is a 
strategic plan that integrates manufacturing operations 
and business operations. CIM crosses the traditional 
barriers within an organization and allows the sharing of 
data through common databases. 
An organization should strive towards achieving 
computer integration as a goal. The challenge exists to 
eventually link an entire business together, through 
implementing separate modules, which can be integrated 
together according to the strategic plan. 
Computer integration of the manufacturing process 
provides for a more flexible process and a higher quality 
product through real time manufacturing control. The 
manufacturing support operations are integrated with the 
manufacturing process to provide real time feedback and 
control. These systems work together utilizing common 
databases to provide for accurate and timely information. 
More accurate information allows a facility that is 
computer integrated to be more flexible and adaptive to 
change with today's shorter product lives. 
This thesis develops a computer integrated 
manufacturing (CIM) strategy for a printed circuit board 
manufacturing plant. The strategy is developed 
conceptually from analyzing a particular facility. It is 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis presents a compu
ter integrated 
manufacturing plan for a print
ed circuit board 
manufacturing plant. This plan is dev
eloped theoretically 
using a specific example to 
maintain realistic 
constraints involved in developing 
a CIM plan for the 
factory of the future. 
CIM represents a goal to achieve an
d is achieved 
through implementing a long rang
e strategic plan. 
Computer integration should be impl
emented in phases. 
These phases should provide econom
ic benefit to the 
overall CIM plan, and they shou
ld be integratable 
according to the· long range strategic
 plan. 
A study of an existing printed 
circuit board 
assembly plant was performed. Dat
a was gathered to 
characterize the process line. The
 process flow was 
defined and its associated parameter
s were collected by 
observation, discussions with emplo
yees, and studying 
production reports. The business or
ganization and it's 
objectives were defined through interview
s with 
engineering and management. 
The organization's business objectives are def
ined 
in Chapter 2. It is through these objectives tha
t the CIM 
strategy is built. Objectives are a statement o
f results 
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to be achieved through impl
ementing a CIM strategy. 
Chapter 3 defines the orga
nization's process flow. 
This chapter describes the
 equipment in the process 
and 
recommendations are presen
ted that could improve th
e 
process. Based on the p
resent manufacturing proc
ess 
definition, CIM constraints
 were established to link e
ach 
step in the process to a ce
ntral database. 
Each functional unit wit
hin an organization has 
certain information requi
rements associated with 
it. 
Chapter 4 defines the fu
nctional units required 
to 
support a board manufac
turing facility and the
ir 
associated information re
quirements. Through the
se 
information requirements, 
communication paths can 
be 
defined that are necessa
ry in a computer integra
ted 
plant. 
Analysis of the informatio
n requirements regarding 
quantity, speed,· format, and
 types of data that are to 
be 
communicated, provide th
e factors to be used 
in 
determining a network def
inition to satisfy a compu
ter 
integrated factory. Chapt
er 5 presents a review 
of 
network technology and C
hapter 6 suggests a netwo
rk 
design that could provide t
he communication requireme
nts 
on the factory floor determ
ined in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 7 analyzes the 
information requirements 
determined in Chapter 4 o
f the manufacturing supp
ort 
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operations and suggests a technique to integra
te these 
operations through the use of a common data bas
e and a 
production planning and control system. 
Chapter 8 describes how a computer integra
ted 
manufacturing plan would be implemented uti
lizing a 
modular approach. The plan is intended to illust
rate what 
an organization needs to consider when emp
loying a 
computer integrated manufacturing strategy. 
A module 
which includes a test and repair strategy is det
ailed to 
provide the organization under study with a 
suggested 
solution to a specific problem observed i
n their 
manufacturing process. 
In today's manufacturing facilities, quality 
and 
flexibility are being emphasized. Computer tech
nology is 
growing in quantum leaps and the manufacturing
 support 
operations must accommodate shorter product l
ives and 
higher quality products. Competition from foreig
n nations 
has forced the United States manufacturing comm
unity to 
strive towards being the low cost, highest
 quality 
producer. 
Computer integrated manufacturing can be a m
ajor 
technological factor in providing a solution
 to the 
United States productivity problems. CIM is a 
strategic 
plan that integrates the operations of an org
anization. 
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Traditionally, these operations within an organization 
have been fragmented. Engineering designs the product 
that manufacturing will build. Through traditional 
manufacturing, many products reach the manufacturing 
floor that are not designed for manufacturability which 
are difficult and expensive to produce, creating problems 
in maintaining quality standards. CIM can improve 
communications between design, manufacturing and the 
other manufacturing support operations and CIM can 
provide the feedback to achieve and maintain high quality 
with low production costs. 
The requirements of an integrated system include 
software systems that communicate with each support 
function, the communication paths between those 
functions, a master controller to coordinate the CIM 
system, the support of a common database and a database 
management system, and the support systems themself that 
need to be integrated. 
The benefits to be derived from the implementation 
of a CIM strategy are: 
1) Enhanced flexibility in the range of products 
that are offered by providing quicker response to 
market demand. 
2) Faster response to market demands because of the 
6 
ability to change the product mix. 
3) Better manufacturing process control through real 
time monitoring utilizing common data bases. 
4) Reduced scrap products through better control of 
the manufacturing processes. 
5) Faster product turnaround by minimizing 
inventories and tighter manufacturing control. 
6) Better utilization of engineering skills by 
providing more efficient use of time. 
7) Higher quality products through tighter 
manufacturing processes and real time control of 
the process. 
8) Reduction in labor necessary to produce a 
product by automating workcells. 
To develop a CIM strategy, a business plan must be 
defined, and the organization's objectives relative to 
the business plan must be identified. Once these 
objectives are identified, a master plan can be 
established and developed into a modular approach for 
implementation. This thesis presents a modular 
implementation plan for a division within a printed 
circuit board manufacturing facility. 
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CHAPTER 2 BUSINESS OBJECTIVES 
The first step in developing a CIM strategy is 
defining the business plan and the objectives that the 
organization wishes to accomplish. The organization under 
study stressed a business plan that adopts a zero defect 
philosophy in product quality resulting from a strong 
emphasis on the development of people, processes and 
products. To meet their philosophy, a number of 
strategies were developed which are mentioned below. 
Commitment to high quality products would be 
attained through the use of statistical quality control, 
education and training of employees, integrated CAD/CAM, 
and preventative maintenance on process equipment. 
Wherever possible, the utilization of flexible 
manufacturing technologies would be employed. Commonality 
of design in products is to be followed to simplify and 
standardize the manufacturing process. 
The objectives that are to be 
commonality and flexibility. A CIM 
satisfied stress 
plan must be 
standardized and as generic as possible, to be able to be 
implemented in multiplant operations. Duplication of 
effort in designing separate CIM plans is to be avoided 
by designing a CIM plan that is flexible and generic to 
their business. The CIM plan must provide a flexible 
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environment in which 
manufacturing process 
manner and with ease 
changes or additions to the 
can be accommodated in a timely 
of installation. Manufacturing 
databases and engineering databases must be integrated to 
provide easy access and a more complete picture of the 
business. 
The 
through 
phasing of the CIM plan should be accomplished 
modular systems that are integratable. These 
subsystems should be modularized in a fashion to provide 
a return on investment for each system. The cost of each 
system and the payback period will determine the return 
on investment for each module. To determine the priority 
scheme for modular implementation, the utility of each 
module should be considered as well as return on 
investment. Utility is measured by how well the CIM 
module satisfies the business objectives, such as quality 
improvement, flexibility, reduction in work-in-process, 
and responsiveness. 
Through the implementation of a CIM plan, shop floor 
control will provide timely error detection and isolation 
reporting to better control the process. The 
manufacturing processes must also be able to function in 
an independent mode as well as an integrated mode to 
allow for maximum flexibility. This insulates the 
manufacturing line from occasional failures by providing 
9 
graceful degradation. The failed workcell can be taken 
off-line for repair, insulating the manufacturing line 
from a line down condition. 
10 
CHAPTER 3 MANUFACTURING PROCESS DEFINITION 
During the summer of 1984, Robot's VIII Conference 
in Detroit, Michigan was attended to survey the current 
state of the technology in robotics and component 
insertion techniques useful in a board manufacturing 
facility (Trip report in Appendix B). The summer was also 
spent studying the manufacturing operations of a board 
manufacturing plant. The plant under study was very 
cooperative from the machine operators to the general 
manager. All aspects of operation were studied including 
the manufacturing operations, management philosophies, 
plant layouts, and future products. Figures 1 and 2 
illustrate the process definition defined by the 
organization. Typical data that was collected includes 
machine cycle times, machine utilization, process flow, 
production yields, board insertion problems and component 
defects. Following is a description of the manufacturing 
process as defined by Figures 1 and 2. 
The Product 
The end product of this factory is a disk drive 
controller board. This board is used to control the 
reading and writing of data onto a hard disk used in 
personal computers. The board is multi-layered and is 
11 
approximately 11 inches by 4 inches in size. The raw 
unpopulated board is received from a vendor and is to be 
populated with various components. 
Components Description 
The unpopulated board flows through four main 
insertion processes made up of DIP insertion, VCD 
insertion, radial insertion and the odd form insertion 
process. Each 1 process is named because of the component 
it inserts into the board. Each component provides a 
different set of requirements and problems in the 
process. 
Dip components (dual-in-line packages) are 
integrated circuits that come in standard pin spacings of 
1/1011 on center and vary in size from 8 pins to 40 pins. 
The package width varies in size depending on the number 
of pins from . 3" to . 6" • These components are the logic 
circuits and memory circuits used on the board. 
Vcd (variable centering distance) components are 
received from the vendor in taped reels. These parts 
include all the axial components used on the board such 
as resistors, capacitors and diodes. 
Radial components are received from the vendor in 
taped format also and include parts that are inserted 
vertically into the board having two or three legs such 
12 
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-
as capacitors or transistors. 
The DIP, VCD and radial components are inserted into 
the boards by automatic insertion (AI) equipment. The 
challenge is to detect and correct the errors in the 
automatic insertion process, so that the errors do not 
cause systematic problems in other parts of the process. 
The fourth component is the odd form components 
which include those types that are more difficult to 
insert automatically by automatic insertion equipment, 
either because of the way in which it is received, the 
size of the component, or the difficulty in registration 
of the part. Some typical examples of the odd forms are 
crystals, filters, trimpot resistors and printed circuit 
board connectors. 
Actually there is a fifth component which is 
inserted into the board which can be classified into the 
dual-in-line package category. However, this last DIP 
component is inserted after the wave solder process 
because of static and heat problems that are encountered 
in the standard process of insertion and soldering. 
Process Step 1 
Receiving and Component Inspection 
Parts are received in bulk form from the various 
vendors. DIPs are received in tubes containing 10-25 
15 
parts depending on the DIP type. Capacitors, transi
stors 
and resistors are received on taped rolls and the
 odd 
formed components are received in bags and b
oxes. 
Components received in bags and boxes are not orga
nized 
in any manner, and if the vendor could package 
these 
components in a more organized manner, automation o
f the 
odd form insertion process would become more feasibl
e. As 
they arrive now, a specially designed bowl feeder
 or a 
preassembled kit would be necessary to present the 
parts 
to an automated insertion device or robot. At the l
east, 
a more organized format might permit the next opera
tion, 
component preparation, to be automated. 
In receiving, the DIPs are inspected visually for 
proper part numbers and orientation. The inspected 
DIPS 
and the incoming boards are then counted out into 
kits 
containing enough parts to populate 500 boards. T
hese 
kits are released to manufacturing, where the board
s are 
recounted into groups of 100 and are baked in an ov
en to 
remove any moisture accumulated within the boards. 
These 
boards are packaged back into plastic bags, to seal
 them 
from any moisture and placed back into kits. These 
kits 
are sent to the DIP insertion machines, the 
first 
component insertion process. 
16 
Component 
Process Step 2 
Component Preparation 
preparation, which involves lead 
straightening, cutting and crimping, is performed before 
the odd form components are transported to the assembly 
line. This is performed to facilitate the insertion into 
the board. Since the parts are handled at this point in 
the process, an opportunity exists to place these parts 
into special kits or pallets that would facilitate 
automatic insertion on the line. 
The resistors and capacitors are received in bulk 
taped rolls and are prepared for their insertion into the 
boards at the VCD machines by a component preparation 
sequencer. The machine removes the components from the 
bulk rolls and does a verification check on each part, 
checking for the proper value and orientation, before 
finally reloading the components back onto a taped roll 
in reverse order of insertion on the VCD machine. 
Automatic Insertion Process 
The automatic insertion process consists of the DIP 
insertion machines, the VCD machines and the radial 
machines. These machines are programmed off-line using a 
manual postioner to map each part to the board. The board 
follows an ordered sequence of DIP, VCD and radial 
17 
insertion. This sequence is necessary because of 
clearance problems associated with the VCD and radial 
components. Each machine is equipped with a DEC 11/23 
processor that tracks which parts are to be inserted at 
what locations. A small one line display is provided for 
the operator to monitor error status in the insertion 
process. 
Process Step 3 
DIP Insertion Machines 
DIP automatic insertion machines are mechanically 
complex machines that are capable of insertion speeds of 
1 part per second. These machines contain two insertion 
heads that insert the DIP components, one head each for 
the two types of DIPs - 300 mil and 600 mil spacings. 
Kits are received here and the operator will load 
the DIPs, still in tubes into the DIP machine. Boards are 
removed from the plastic bag and placed into magazines, 
the standard input/output carriers of the DIP, VCD and 
radial machines. Each magazine holds 50 boards, of which 
44 slots are used for boards and the remainder of the 
slots are left for the automatic handler to access the 
carrier. 
The DIP machine removes one board at a time, loads 
the board into place and secures the board. Components 
18 
are fed from their tubes and placed onto the board one 
at a time. As each component is inserted, a verification 
check is performed to check for component polarity, and a 
clincher under the board clinches and cuts each component 
leg. When finished inserting the components, the board is 
automatically unloaded into an output magazine. 
The operator who maintains this machine is busy full 
time clearing jams in the machine, reloading DIP tubes, 
and visually checking boards in the output magazine to 
insure proper and complete insertion of the DIP 
components. A new machine is available that allows 
multiple DIP tubes of the same component to be loaded, 
freeing the operator from monitoring the parts feeding 
operation as frequently. 
Process Step 4 
Axial Insertion Machines 
The output magazines from the DIP machines are 
transferred to the VCD machines where the axial 
components, resistors and capacitors are inserted onto 
the board. The same automatic loading and unloading of 
the magazines and the population of the boards are 
performed by the VCD machine as with the DIP machine. 
Parts are received from the automatic sequencers on 
taped rolls and are inserted at approximately 2 parts per 
19 
second. The increase in speed over the DIP insertion 
machines can be attributed in part to the standardized 
size of the VCD components and in part to the single 
location of the parts feed. 
Process Step 5 
Radial Insertion Machines 
Magazines from the output of the VCD machine are 
transferred to the radial machine where a combination of 
sequencer, verifier and component insertion are 
performed. The magazine is unloaded one board at a time 
and placed into position to be populated with radial 
components. Components are removed from bulk unsequenced 
rolls and their leads are prepared by clipping them at 
the correct height. The components are assembled into the 
proper sequence and prior to their insertion, the part is 
verified to insure polarity of the part. Once the board 
is fully populated, it is loaded onto a magazine at 
spacings of every other slot. The height of the radial 
components makes this wide spacing necessary. 
One of largest problems with this manufacturing line 
is the bent pins on the integrated circuits that are 
inserted by the automatic insertion equipment. The pins 
of the IC may have been bent before insertion or the AI 
20 
equipment may have damaged the !Cs. Detection of bent 
pins is performed by the operators of each AI machine 
after insertion. Human operators are prone to error and 
many times bent pins go on undetected which cause 
problems in later processes. Bent pins can pass 
electrical tests, when the bent pin still makes contact 
with its pad. This fault can manifest itself in the 
field when a vibration or normal use could dislodge the 
connection. 
Another problem that occurs in the AI process is the 
accumulation of magazines on the factory floor. A 
material transport system that could shuttle these 
magazines back and forth from the AI equipment utilizing 
a small buffer could solve this problem. The operators 
now use a small cart to transfer magazines between 
machines. Perhaps a conveyor system with a built in queue 
would facilitate the transportation of these magazines. 
Given the proper ratio of DIPs, VCDs and radials, the 
built in queue could provide any buffer between machines 
to account for production rate differences. 
Process Step 6 
Odd Form Line 
The odd form line was at the time of study a manual 
method of inserting the crystals, trimpots, filters and 
21 
connectors onto the board. 
The operators sat on a push
 
line populating five boards 
at a time and when finished, 
pushing the five boards t
o the next operator. An
 
automatic odd form line wa
s designed and scheduled to
 
replace the manual assem
bly operation. Figure 3 
illustrates the odd form proc
ess flow. An IBM 7540 robot 
would unload the carriers fro
m the AI line and place them
 
onto a single board line w
here IBM 7535 robots would 
populate these boards wit
h the various odd form 
components. Operators stati
oned immediately after the
 
insertion process insert 
any missing parts that th
e 
robots missed or misinserted
. The operators also inspec
t 
the boards for defects. T
his is the last opportunit
y 
before the board is soldered
, and repairs performed on 
the board after the sold
er process are much more
 
expensive. The last robot 
would load these completed
 
boards back into a carrie
r to be taken to the next
 
process, the wave solder proc
ess. 
Process Steps a and 9 
Wave Solder/Cleaner Machine 
Boards are loaded manually o
nto a conveyor belt that 
progresses through a wave 
solder machine and a boar
d 
cleaner. The board first en
counters a pool of flux whic
h 
aids in the bonding of the so
lder to the board. Next the 
22 
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board encounters a preheater that warms the board
 and 
then passes against a wave of solder. The solder pr
ocess 
is a very important step in the process. If adjustments 
are not correct, solder may bridge between two pad
s on 
the board or there may be cold solder joints where 
connections are suspect. Preheater temper
ature, 
atmospheric pressure and distance from the solder wa
ve to 
the board all effect the solderability. 
Both ends of the wave solder machine should be
 
enclosed to stabilize the pressure fluctuations.
 The 
pressure adversely affects the flux density, 
which 
directly determines the solderability of the boar
d. A 
small microprocessor could be utilized here to coord
inate 
all the process variables, including preh
eater 
temperature, atmospheric pressure, and flux density.
 
A mechanical problem was observed that could be
 
repaired easily. Each day during production, an ope
rator 
would lift the conveyor to access part of the wave s
older 
with a small handle. As the conveyor was lifted, th
e set 
screw that adjusted the space between the board and the 
solder wave unscrewed a slight amount each time. A s
imple 
lock nut on the set screw would prohibit the screw 
from 
turning. As a result of this repeated lifting,
 the 
operator was required to adjust this critical distance. 
This adjustment was not a scheduled maintenance and 
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therefore the adjustment was 
guidelines, resulting frequently 
solder process. 
made without 
in problems in 
any 
the 
After the board passes through the solder 
another conveyor shuttles the board through
 
process, 
a cleaner 
Boards are 
process which removes any excess flux. 
then inspected for bridges and opens and
 placed 
carriers to proceed to the next step. 
Testing and Repair 
in 
As shown by Figure 2, the remainder of the 
process 
involves testing, repair and res/prom inserti
on. Material 
transfer between the following process steps 
is performed 
using the same carriers as those found after
 the solder 
cleaning operation. Boards are tested fo
llowing the 
solder process to detect shorts or opens in b
oard circuit 
patterns. Following this test the memor
y device is 
installed manually. The board is now fully p
opulated and 
is subjected to a test to adjust some of its analog 
circuitry, called a data separator test. Th
e final test 
is a systems test which stresses the board
s operating 
conditions across a wide range of values to i
dentify any 
boards that have marginal components. Board
s that fail 
the data separator test or the systems test a
re diagnosed 
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using an in-circuit tester. Diagn
ostic information on 
paper copies from the in-circuit 
tester is used to 
diagnose and repair the board in rewo
rk. 
Process step 11 
Fluke Tester 
The Fluke 3200A checks the quality 
of the solder 
process by determining if any open c
ircuits, or shorts 
across two pads exist, because of sol
der bridging. Boards 
that have been loaded into carrier
s after the solder 
cleaning operation are transported to
 the Fluke tester. 
The Fluke is a two headed tester with
 a bed of nails used 
to contact the board. Programming o
f the Fluke is done 
off-line and is stored on floppy disk
ettes. When ready to 
test, the program is loaded from dis
kette into the main 
memory of the Fluke. The tester c
orrectly identifies 
failures 95% of the time. The diagn
ostic information in 
the case of a failed test, is print
ed out on paper and 
sent to rework along with the board f
or repairs. 
Process Step 12 
Ros/Prom Insert 
This component insertion is performe
d manually and 
is inserted at this step in the proce
ss, because of the 
sensitivity to heat in the solder pr
ocess. One of the 
largest problems with the process 
is bent pins. The 
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largest contributor to bent pins is the res/prom
 memory 
chip. This problem could be solved by automat
ing this 
insertion process through the use of robotics. 
Process Step 13 
Data Separator Test 
Data separator is actually an adjustment and not a 
test. Two potentiometers are adjusted by an operator who 
utilizes an oscilloscope to visually adjust the pots. If 
this adjustment cannot be made, the board is sent to an 
in-circuit tester, the GenRad 2275, for diagno
sis. Once 
the malfunction is repaired, the boards are s
ent back 
through the data separator test. 
Process Step 14 
Final systems Test 
This test is specific to the customer and is cu
stom 
designed according to the board type. Syst
ems test 
involves stress testing of the components by s
ubjecting 
the components to high and low voltages. This is
 designed 
to cause marginal components to fail under
 testing 
instead of failing out in the field. The system
s test is 
performed using two different types of test
ers. One 
tester consists of a system unit and the externa
l cabling 
necessary to provide the interface to the sys
tem unit 
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bus. The cabling which is ribbon cable, is plugged and 
unplugged for every board that is tested. The main 
problem that occurs with this test is the failure of the 
ribbon cable, due to excessive handling. 
The second type of tester solves this problem, by 
integrating the test in a robotic test cell. An IBM 7540 
robot unloads a board from a carrier, and places the 
board into a bed of nails, which is interfaced to the 
system unit. The test informs the robot of a pass or 
fail, and the robot will load the board into the 
appropriate carrier. The failed boards are diagnosed at 
the GenRad 2275 and the repaired board is returned to the 
data separator test to begin the testing cycle again. 
Process Step 20 
GenRad In-Circuit Tester 
In the event of a data separator failure or a 
system 
problem. 
test failure, the GenRad is used to diagnose the 
The test is an in-circuit test of each 
individual component on the board. The tesber contains a 
PDP 11/23 minicomputer with a hard disk drive for program 
storage. The programs are developed in house and fault 
diagnosis efficiency is 85%. The GenRad can perform the 
same function as the Fluke tester in addition to checking 
passive components such as resistors and capacitors, and 
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testing individual integrated circuit functions. In th
e 
event that the GenRad cannot find the fault on the board
, 
the board is sent to manual test stations, loopback o
r 
data separator debug. 
Loopback and Data Separator Debug 
If a board fails the data separator test and the 
GenRad cannot determine the problem, the data separato
r 
debug station uses the data gathered to manually prob
e 
with oscilloscopes or digital voltmeters to find th
e 
problem. 
Loopback debug is performed on boards failing 
systems test and not properly diagnosed by the GenRad
. 
This test involves the use of oscilloscopes, voltmete
rs 
and a specially designed in-house test fixture, tha
t 
gives the operator extensive error codes to properl
y 
diagnose the problem. 
Boards 
placed back 
test again. 
repaired by either debug operation are then 
onto the line to begin the data separator 
The final operations of this board begin with 
the bracket assembly. The bracket is used to attach th
e 
board firmly to the customer's personal computer once th
e 
board is installed. The bracket is attached by two screw
s 
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and is presently performed manually. This operation is a 
good candidate for automation. A robot fitted with an air 
screwdriver would perform nicely here. 
The completed board is visually inspected for any 
cosmetic flaws. An operator will look for bent pins that 
may still make contact or poor solder joints. After 
inspection, the customer on certain products will inspect 
the boards. If this 'source inspect• finds faults with an 
agreed upon number of boards within one lot, he will 
reject that lot. Once the boards pass the source inspect, 
they are packaged in non-static bags and placed in boxes, 
ready for shipment to the customer. 
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CHAPTER 4 INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
In designing a computer integrated manufacturing 
plan, determining how information flows in an 
organization is the key to determining the communication 
requirements. In order to define the information 
requirements, the organization must be defined in terms 
of organizational entities. Figure 4 illustrates the 
basic organizational entities in a manufacturing 
organization. This figure provides a glimpse at the 
complexity of the information requirements. 
To better illustrate the information flow between 
entities, a manufacturing process will be presented and 
analyzed in terms of information flow, beginning with the 
creation of a product from its initial forecast until the 
product is shipped. Detailed descriptions of the data 
flow in each process step is provided to fully define a 
CIM strategy. Although the manufacturing sequence of 
steps to produce a product will differ from organization 
to organization, the sequence of steps proves to be an 
illustrative example to describe the information flow. 
The steps to produce a product are as follows: 
1. Sales and Marketing 
2. Engineering Design 
3. Process Planning 
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This figure 
communication 
operations. 
illustrates the complexity of the 
requirements between manufacturing support 
FIGURE 4 MANUFACTURING INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
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4. Production Planning 
5. Capacity Planning 
6. Material Resource Allocation 
7. Shop Floor Control 
8. Maintenance 
9. Quality Control 
10. Management Information System 
The first half of this chapter will e
xplain the 
information flow from the defined organiza
tional entities 
in a generic methodology. Each entity is a
ccompanied with 
a diagram to illustrate the data flow. The
 second half of 
this chapter investigates the shop 
floor in the 
organization under study. The informatio
n requirements 
from the various types of equipment on t
he shop floor 
(the process is described in Chapter 3) is studie
d to 
determine a communication network design
, investigated 
in the next two chapters, Chapter 5 and Ch
apter 6. 
Sales and Marketing 
Product demand will originate from custom
er orders 
made through the sales force or thro
ugh marketing 
forecasts used to predict future demand. 
In the case of 
the plant studied, these operations are p
erformed at the 
plant headquarters. Therefore information 
shall flow from 
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Product demand originates from customer orders and 
dependent/independent demand forecasts. Sales and 
Marketing will provide the information to the plant 
headquarters where product orders are issued to the 
various divisions. 
FIGURE 5 SALES AND MARKETING 
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headquarters to 
inform local 
manufacture. 
the management 
management as 
information system 
to what product 
Engineering Design 
to 
to 
Engineering Design can be subdivided into three 
groups - design, analysis/simulation, and 
documentation. The management information system must 
communicate to engineering the products needed to be 
manufactured. Typically, the product functional 
specifications are given and the designer must use this 
data to produce an engineering design. Design is 
performed on Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided 
Manufacturing.Systems (CAD/CAM). These systems allow the 
designer to compose designs electronically on a graphics 
screen and to save those designs in a database. CAD/CAM 
systems also permit analysis of designs to be performed. 
Once the designs and the engineering analysis steps are 
completed, the CAD/CAM systems can generate programs 
using the design database to control equipment on the 
shop floor to fabricate the part. 
In a factory using CIM, the engineering function is 
no longer the only function involved in a product design. 
The designer must access data from manufacturing to aid 
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Engineering consists of three groups - design, analysis 
and documentation. The management information system 
communicates to engineering which products are to be 
produced or designed. Engineering designs the product on 
CAD/CAM systems and accesses the inventory control system 
to determine on-hand component costs in pricing the 
product. Any new component costs are acquired from 
purchasing. Analysis on the new design is performed and 
the part design is transferred to the shop floor to 
fabricate or build the part. 
Production planning, capacity planning and the material 
resource planning system all access engineering •s bill 
of materials, product drawings and routing sheets for 
their functions. 
FIGURE 6 ENGINEERING 
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
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in his 
designed 
produce 
design for manufacturability. Products not 
with manufacturability in mind are costly to 
and often fail to make it through the 
manufacturing process. 
Some product problems not detected in manufacturing, 
surface in the field as customer problems. Customer 
service should provide feedback to the engineering design 
function to redesign and correct those problems. In 
redesigning the product, a designer may wish to access a 
previous design that is similar to the newer design. 
Using a CAD/CAM system, he would need to access a common 
database where designs would be kept electronically. 
Using the CAD/CAM system the designer may also analyze 
his design and determine if his design meets the new 
specifications. 
Engineering analysis is performed on Computer Aided 
Engineering Systems (CAE). Designs generated on CAD/CAM 
systems can be analyzed using finite element analysis and 
interference checking techniques that reduce errors in 
building prototype models. Robotic workcells can be 
analyzed on CAE stations utilizing designs created on 
CAD/CAM systems. A simulation of the workcell activity 
can be performed using different robots to determine if 
the particular reach of the robot is sufficient in the 
workcell, as an example. 
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If the designer has a target cost to consider in his 
design, he must access the inventory control system to 
determine component and material costs. If the components 
are not found in the inventory lists, the designer must 
access purchasing to inquire as to component costs and 
delivery. 
A very important aspect of engineering is 
documentation. Once the design is entered in a CAD/CAM 
system, the file that is created can be exploded to 
develop a bill of materials which lists all the 
subassemblies and components. The bill of material 
regards the product as a tree structure, with the end 
product at the top and the various branches as 
subassemblies. Other aspects to documentation include 
product drawings, subassembly drawings, engineering notes 
and engineering changes. 
Engineering changes (ECs) are simpler to control in 
an integrated system. Engineering change orders would be 
entered into the system and boards progressing through 
the process would be tracked according to their serial 
number. Each board would be identified as to which 
process routing it followed and changes could be 
performed on the board to include the new EC. 
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Process Planning 
the The engineering function also determines 
manufacturing operations needed to produce the part. 
necessary process operations and machine tools 
produce a part is known as a routing sheet. In our 
plan the routing will not be a sheet of paper, but 
electronic data entry used by production planning 
produce their master schedule. 
The 
that 
Production Planning 
CIM 
an 
to 
Production planning receives from the management 
information system the products needed to be produced 
within a given time frame. Given this information, 
production planning must utilize the process plan and the 
bill of materials from engineering to develop a master 
schedule. The master schedule is a listing of the 
products to be produced, the dates to be delivered, 
quantities to produce and it determines when material 
should flow into manufacturing areas. Based on accurate 
estimates of demand from forecasts, dependent demand from 
other end products and plant capacity constraints from 
capacity planning, the master schedule is a long range 
plan usually dealing in weeks to a few month(s). 
Utilizing this master schedule, production planning 
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Production planning receives from the management information system, data on which products are to be produced, given a defined time frame. The master schedule is produced from the process plan and engineering's bill 
of materials. This master schedule is checked against the 
capacity of the plant from the capacity planning function. If enough capacity exists, the master schedule is used by the shop floor control system to establish 
start and stop dates for component subassemblies. The 
material resource planning system uses the master 
schedule to generate component and material needs to 
support the master schedule. 
FIGURE 7 PRODUCTION PLANNING 
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
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communicates with material resource planning (MRP) to 
determine what materials and components are needed to 
meet the master schedule. 
Material Resource Planning 
Material resource planning is actually a software 
program that utilizes data contained from the master 
schedule, the bill of materials and the inventory system. 
The master schedule specifies the products that are to be 
produced within a defined period. The bill of material is 
used by MRP to determine the components and raw materials 
that are required to produce each product. Once these 
requirements are determined, the inventory control system 
is accessed to determine the current status of the parts 
and components that are required, generating purchase 
orders for the low inventory items. 
There are two types of MRP systems currently in use. 
The first type does not utilize any feedback from the 
process, and therefore is performed on a weekly schedule. 
MRP II is the second system utilizing feedback enabling 
requirements planning to be performed on a daily basis. 
MRP is a tool that production control utilizes to 
generate reports. Some examples of reports would include 
(12): 
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Material resource planning utilizes 
the bill of materials 
from engineering, the master sche
dule from production 
planning, and parts count from th
e inventory control 
system to determine component and ma
terial needs to meet 
the production schedule. 
Maintenance access the material res
ource planning system 
to input their spare part needs 
and the management 
information system receives report
s from the material 
resource planning system. 
Purchasing utilizes data from the
 material resource 
planning system to determine availa
ble supplies and the 
MRP system communicates with purch
asing in generating 
purchase orders from the master sche
dule. 
FIGURE 8 MATERIAL RESOURCE PLANNING 
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1. Planned order releases to place orders for raw 
materials. 
2. Reports showing planned order releases in future 
periods. 
3. Rescheduling notices, indicating changes in due 
dates for open orders. 
4. Cancellation notices, occurring when the master 
schedule changes, due to capacity constraints. 
5. Reports on the present inventory status and the 
forecasted inventory level. 
6. Performance reports indicating item usages, 
deviations from the schedule and order status. 
Capacity Planning 
Capacity planning utilizes the master schedule 
generated by production control to determine what labor 
and equipment capacity is needed to meet the master 
production schedule. To properly measure capacity, 
capacity planning must communicate with engineering to 
access the routing sheet showing the sequence of 
operations required to manufacture a product. 
If the plant capacity is limited with the current 
master production schedule, an adjustment must be made 
with respect to plant capacity or the master production 
schedule. Therefore, a communication link to production 
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Capacity planning uses the master 
schedule from 
production planning· to determine labo
r and equipment 
capacity needed to meet the schedule. 
These capacity 
requirements are determined with the u
se of the shop 
floor data and the routing sheets from en
gineering. 
In the event of changes to the master sc
hedule because of 
capacity restraints, long term adjustments are rep
orted 
to the management information system. 
FIGURE 9 CAPACITY PLANNING 
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control is needed to revise the master schedule. 
Capacity planning also must communicate to the 
management information system to report on long term 
adjustments which might include purchasing new equipment 
to meet higher product demand or phasing out product 
lines to accommodate the reduced demand for an older 
product. 
Shop Floor Control 
The shop floor control system will use the capacity 
studies from capacity planning to determine machine 
center throughput capacities used in scheduling. Shop 
floor control also needs the process routing sheet from 
~ngineering ___ to determine the process sequence and the 
master schedule from production control to assign start 
dates and completion dates to each of the individual 
component subassemblies. Thus, a communication link must 
be established between the shop floor control system and 
the actual shop floor. 
Complicating the shop order release is the fact that 
machines on the shop floor may be disabled for 
maintenance and each machine may have multiple jobs 
awaiting. The shop floor control system must determine 
priorities for each machine center and to properly 
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In order to properly schedule machines on the shop floor, 
the shop floor control system uses capacity studies from 
capacity planning. The machine sequence is determined 
from the engineering routing sheets. Each of the 
component subassemblies are assigned start and completion 
dates by accessing the master schedule from production 
planning. 
The shop floor notifies the inventory control system in 
the event of a need for material at a work station. 
Maintenance and the management information system receive 
status information from the shop floor in real time .• 
FIGURE 10 SHOP FLOOR CONTROL 
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The inventory control system is accessed by engineering 
to obtain component costs and by the shop floor control 
system to determine material supplies. Purchasing also 
requires data from the inventory control system to check 
for stock on-hand and the pricing of parts. The material 
resource planning system uses data from the inventory 
control system to automatically generate purchase order 
requirements based on the master schedule. 
Maintenance monitors status from the inventory control 
system on their spare parts and enters their needs into 
the material resource planning system. 
FIGURE 11 INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM 
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reflect the current machine 
control system must access 
maintenance to determine 
status, the shop floor 
maintenance files from 
machine availability. 
Realistically, the machine scheduling must be done
 daily 
to account for any deviations from the normal. 
Many 
organizations may choose to schedule machines 
on an 
hourly basis, depending on the variability of the
 shop 
floor. 
The second function of the shop floor control system
 
is the reporting of the status on the shop floor.
 This 
involves the manufacturing process data collection
. Each 
process step needs to communicate to the shop 
floor 
control system any pertinent data. This data wou
ld be 
used in statistical quality control to improv
e the 
processes and to provide higher quality standards th
rough 
real time control of the processes. For a more de
tailed 
description of the process, refer to Chapter 3. 
Maintenance 
Maintenance must monitor the machine status on th
e 
shop floor. The shop floor control system monito
rs the 
status to properly schedule work requests. 
The 
maintenance shop will need a communication link to
 the 
shop floor control system to access the machine s
tatus. 
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Maintenance monitors the status of the shop floor and 
determines any spare part requirements for support of the 
machines on the shop floor. Maintenance must monitor 
their spare part status from the inventory control 
system and enter any additional requirements into the 
material resource planning system. 
FIGURE 12 MAINTENANCE SHOP 
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The information needs to be real time in nature, to 
minimize production delays. Once a machine malfunction is 
spotted, and maintenance has remedied the situation, they 
will update the tool file status at the shop floor 
control system. 
The tool status file also contains a 
maintenance (PM) schedule for equipment 
preventative 
on the shop 
floor. The shop floor should alert maintenance when a PM 
is due on a particular day. 
In maintaining the shop floor, maintenance must 
monitor the spare parts inventory from the inventory 
control system to insure that the supply is adequate. If 
not adequate, they will submit the requirements to the 
material resources planning system. 
Quality Control 
Quality control is built into the 
process. Quality control includes such 
manufacturing 
things as 
inspection processes at various points in the process, 
setting up preventative maintenance schedules for the 
shop floor equipment, providing a test strategy to 
achieve zero defects in the product and redesigning 
process steps to achieve higher quality products. 
Quality assurance involves analyzing the data 
collected from the shop floor to determine any 
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deficiencies in the process. With a CIM system 
implemented, data collection would be performed on a real 
time basis. This data would be resident in a common 
database facilitating the data gathering process in 
quality assurance. At any point in time, a report could 
be generated to reflect the current conditions on the 
shop floor. Board defects, component defects, operator 
efficiency, machine efficiency and machine up-time are a 
few of the variables that can be analyzed by quality 
assurance. Communication links from the shop floor to the 
various organizational functions need to be established. 
Capacity planning, engineering, production planning, 
maintenance and the management information system all 
need communications to the shop floor control system. 
Quality control is responsible for incoming parts 
quality. To track this information, communication with 
the inventory control system will be necessary where 
receiving inputs data into the system. The parts are 
inspected visually by receiving and their condition is 
recorded against their purchase order number. 
Management Information System 
Management should receive on-line summaries from 
engineering, production control, purchasing, and capacity 
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planning. 
factor in 
individual 
An organization's preference is a determining 
scheme. The 
provide the 
arranging a 
organizational 
communication 
functions may 
reports to keep management informed. Other organizations 
may see the need for management to directly obtain their 
own information by accessing the different areas of 
interest, for example by accessing the MRP system, which 
does generate its own reports. CIM provides management 
with a vehicle to access real time data to provide a 
current picture of the manufacturing operations. 
The shop floor control system provides information 
that the management information system needs to track, 
such as a monitor of the factory floor. Management should 
be capable of monitoring any area of the factory in real 
time. Thus, they may track how well the factory is 
running, and they will be more able to require analyses 
based on their observations. 
The management information system allows management 
to monitor plant activity and to become alerted as to any 
process bottleneck or malfunction occurring on the shop 
floor. Management's decision making is more in tune with 
the process enabling quicker decision making. 
The last communication link that the management 
information system needs is a link to the organization's 
headquarters. This link provides headquarters with an 
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The management information system receives reports from the various manufacturing operations. The shop floor control system management a real time status reporting from floor. 
Headquarters determines what products are to be by whom. Headquarters also communicates policies and corporate newsletters to the information system for local distribution. 
on-line 
support 
offers to 
the shop 
made and 
corporate 
management 
FIGURE 13 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
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opportunity to receive status information from local 
management to track the facility progress. Headquarters 
can communicate to the management information system 
company strategic plans, corporate directives, and 
reports analyzing the efficiency and productivity of the 
facility. 
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Shop Floor Control in a Defined Process 
The second half of this chapter analyzes the data 
flow requirements within the particular organization 
under study. Figure 14 illustrates the data flow 
requirements for the defined shop floor. The steps in the 
manufacturing process are illustrated in Table 1. 
1. Receiving 
Receiving will receive all components and enter via 
a computer terminal, the component names, the vendor 
name, the date received and the method of shipment. All 
of this information needs to be communicated to the 
inventory control system. Though not critical to the 
manufacturing efficiency, response time from the computer 
should be within the subminute range to avoid operator 
aggravation, when an order is received. 
2. Incoming Inspection 
Incoming inspection visual checks are necessary to 
screen the incoming parts. Within this operation, the 
operator should input to the computer terminal, his/her 
identification number (ID) and use the component purchase 
order (PO) number to call up information about the order 
through the inventory control system. The inventory 
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1. RECEIVING 
2. INCOMING INSPECTION 
3. COMPONENTS INSPECTION 
4. SEQUENCER 
5. BOARD BAKE 
6. BARE BOARD TESTER 
7. BOARD TRACKING SYSTEM 
8. AUTOMATIC INSERTION EQUIPMENT 
9. POST AI INSPECTION 
10. ODD FORM LINE 
11. PRE/POSTWAVE QUALITY ANALYSIS 
12. SOLDER PROCESS 
13. BOARD CLEANER 
14. FLUKE TESTER 
15. ROS/PROM INSERT 
16. DATA SEPARATOR TEST 
17. FINAL SYSTEMS TEST 
18. GENRAD DIAGNOSTIC TESTER 
19. LOOP BACK TESTER 
20. BRACKET AND TAB CLIP 
21. FINAL QUALITY ANALYSIS 
22. SOURCE INSPECT 
23. REWORK STATIONS 
24. PACKAGING/SHIPPING 
TABLE 1 PROCESS STEP DEFINITION 
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control system should permit input from the operator as 
to the quality of the inspected parts. Later, if 
management wants to check on vendor quality of shipped 
parts, the inventory control system would provide this 
information. 
3. Component Inspection 
Component quality in a board manufacturing facility 
is very important in maintaining manufacturing 
efficiency. In this particular facility studied, some 
components received from vendors were found to 
electronically bad, damaged or different components were 
packaged in the same package. This inspection stage also 
adds to the possibility of damaging components through 
handling. An alternative to inspection would be to 
institute an in-line quality inspect at the vendor. The 
advantage to vendor inspection would be component 
registration. The component is already registered and can 
be more easily inspected automatically. 
The components are inspected and good parts are 
placed into 'kits'. Kits are the method in which 
components are distributed within this plant. Kits 
contain enough parts to assemble 500 boards. To 
accurately track these kitted parts, the kit number 
should also be entered into the inventory control system. 
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Through this information, management may also track bad 
components found in manufacturing. 
Component preparation pretreats components to 
prepare them for odd form insertion. This station needs 
to communicate with the inventory control system to 
update available component counts. 
input his ID and kit number to 
manufacturing. 
The operator needs to 
release the kit to 
A proposed robotic odd form insertion line would 
permit this operation to disappear, as long as the 
robotic line engaged the lead preparation devices 
necessary to prepare the components. Presently, the 
operation is done manually, thereby necessitating lead 
preparation to insure a quicker cycle time through the 
odd form line. 
4. Sequencers 
Sequencers removing single components from rolls and 
placing multiple components properly sequenced back onto 
sequenced rolls also check the validity of the component 
as it is placed onto the sequenced roll. Machine 
availability status is required by the shop floor control 
system to allocate rolls of components to be sequenced. 
The operator must access the inventory control system to 
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acknowledge the sequenced rolls that are available for 
manufacturing by initially inputting his ID number. The 
sequencer should track the component reject rate and 
periodically upload this information to the inventory 
control system. The data access time is not critical to 
the manufacturing process but is important in quality 
control. 
s. Board Bake 
The only information needed to be communicated here 
is the number of boards that are available from inventory 
to be processed and the number of boards that have been 
processed through this step. Machine status is to be 
collected by the shop floor control system. 
6. Bare Board Tester 
Bare board testers currently are not used on 
particular manufacturing line. To avoid the expense 
scrapping all of the components on the board and 
this 
of 
the 
wasted manufacturing time in the event of a detection of 
a defective board, it is proposed that this station be 
integrated with a bar code application tool. The bar code 
would enable tracking of the board through the process. 
once the board is tested and is determined good, a bar 
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code label is attached. The good boards are
 placed into 
carriers, where they continue on in the pro
cess and the 
bad boards are collected in a container to be
 returned or 
discarded. One method of placement would be a
 simple pick 
and place robot. 
The system will need to communicate to a
 board 
tracking system the bar code numbers of each 
board loaded 
into a carrier, which would also carry a bar
 code label. 
Thus, by wanding a single carrier, an opera
tor will know 
which boards are contained within. The inven
tory control 
system will need to update its inventory stat
us, knowing 
which boards are in production and how many b
oards failed 
the board test from the anticipated count in
 inventory. 
Depending on the bare board tester selected,
 a failure 
code would need to be collected if available,
 to better 
isolate board failures. The shop floor con
trol system 
will need to know this failure code and ma
chine status 
(bare board tester, bar code applier and robot) 
to 
properly allocate work schedules. 
7. Board Tracking System 
A board tracking system is also being recomme
nded to 
be added to the process. This board tracking
 system will 
track the circuit boards through all of the p
rocess steps 
through the use of bar codes. Initially, the
 boards will 
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be wanded individually and load
ed into a carrier. The 
system will know which boards a
re contained within a 
carrier and only once a board is
 found to have a problem 
will the board be tracked individ
ually. By only tracking 
defective boards, automatic wa
nding of every 
avoided and the same informatio
n is conveyed 
less memory storage space in th
e board tracking 
board is 
utilizing 
system. 
Each process station will contai
n a bar code wand to 
wand the carrier in and out of 
the station. The board 
tracking system will know the cy
cle time for the carrier 
and the boards that passed t
hrough that particular 
station. Any boards found to 
be defective from the 
process step will be wanded, a
long with their rework 
carrier. 
Rework stations will be able to 
call up data on the 
board to aid in repairing the cir
cuit board. Therefore, 
this system will know the loc
ation of every board in 
manufacturing, the repair frequ
ency, the problem listing 
for each board, the beginning an
d ending times for each 
board through the process, and 
the cycle times through 
each process step. Rework will
 wand the defective board 
and determine in what process it 
failed and which problem 
code the board was identified. 
The correction performed 
on the board, once it is repair
ed, is entered by the 
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rework operator through a pred
efined menu pad, listing 
all possible repairs. A de
tailed description of a 
particular board tracking system
 can be found in Appendix 
A. 
This information will be uploa
ded to the shop floor 
control system at periodic in
tervals. Because of the 
infonu.ation complexity and re
sponsiveness required, a 
dedicated system is recommend
ed to work in conjunction 
with the shop floor control
 system. The shop floor 
control system could access the
 board tracking system to 
supply real time data for p
roduction and management 
reports and also to provide a
 backup copy of the board 
tracking data. 
s. Automatic Insertion Equipme
nt 
Automatic insertion equipmen
t has its own DEC LSI 
11-23 processor capable of com
municating error codes that 
indicate misinserts, part pola
rity, missing parts, and 
the processor can indicate w
hich location on the board 
where the fault occurred. Th
is information, along with 
the operator ID is needed by
 the shop floor control 
system. From observing these m
achines in the line study 
performed on this facility, it 
was found that a misinsert 
would occur on the average 
every 3 o seconds. The 
communication channel would n
eed response time in the 
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second 
the DEC 
limiting 
range to accommodate error data collection, and 
only serially 11-23 processor can communicate 
the data transmission rates and network 
connection capability. 
9. Post Automatic Insertion Inspection 
Post AI inspection is performed by the operator of 
each AI machine. Any board that is determined defective 
is wanded and placed into a rework carrier through the 
use of the board tracking system. 
10. Odd Form Line 
The odd form line inserts components that are not 
standard in size or shape. At the present, the line is 
composed of people. The board tracking system would 
collect the cycle time through this operation. 
If the proposed robotic odd form is implemented 
(Figure 3), the shop floor control system would receive 
component level status (full or empty), machine up/down 
status, robot idle time, misinsert frequencies and 
which components have been misinserted. 
11. Prewave and Postwave Quality Analysis 
Prewave and postwave inspection are both very 
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important steps in the process. It is here where small 
errors in detection may cause large rework problems. 
Presently, operators are used in the inspection. An 
integrated vision system would work well here. In 
prewave, the system would check for the presence of pins 
in the holes on the board according to a preset map. The 
shop floor control system would download this footprint 
map to the vision system depending on the board type. The 
vision system would communicate to the shop floor control 
system any data regarding a board inspection failure. The 
operator would use the board tracking system to indicate 
that the board has been removed from the process carrier 
and placed into a rework carrier. 
Postwave would involve the same procedure as prewave 
except that the vision system would check for the 
presence of solder on the circuit board. 
12. Wave Solder 
The solder process needs real time control to 
accurately control the solder process. A critical balance 
must be maintained between the preheater's temperature, 
the flux density and the atmosphere in wave soldering. 
The shop floor control system needs to monitor the 
machine status of the wave solder. To replenish supplies, 
the solder supply should also be monitored. 
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13. Board Cleaner 
Cleaning of the flux from the board is perform
ed by 
the board cleaner. The only data required 
from this 
process is machine status and because the wat
er supply is 
not continuous, the water supply should be mo
nitored. 
14. Fluke Tester 
If any solder process defects were not l
ocated 
through the post AI inspection process, the 
Fluke tester 
will determine if any shorts or opens 
are present 
regardless if caused by the solder process or
 components 
internally shorted. The Fluke tester will com
municate to 
the shop floor control system the failure c
ode and the 
location on the board where the failure oc
curred. The 
Fluke machine status is also needed by the 
shop floor 
control system. A signal from the Fluke teste
r will alert 
the operator to wand the board and place the
 board in a 
rework carrier. 
15. Ros/Prom Insert 
Ros/Prom insertion is performed manually
. If 
automated through the utilization of a robot
, the shop 
floor control system would need to download 
programs to 
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the robot for each different board bei
ng manufactured. 
This is done infrequently in the 
current facility 
studied. The robot control system wou
ld also furnish 
misinsert information to the shop floor
 control system. 
Machine status would also have to be mo
nitored. 
16. Data Separator Test 
Data separator test will eventually bec
ome extinct 
through the use of either integrating
 this test with 
another test or the simple eliminati
on of the need 
through circuit design that automatical
ly adjusts these 
values to the proper degree. The tes
t is manual and 
information needed for communications wi
ll be supplied by 
the board tracking system. 
17. Final Systems Test 
Final systems test utilize a personal
 computer in 
both their manual and robotic stations. 
From this system 
the shop floor control system is sen
t data on failure 
codes, location where the failure oc
curred and machine 
status. In the robotic station, the
 downloading of 
programs to the robot are required fro
m the shop floor 
control system. The test is conducte
d once every minute 
and data does not need to be sent on any
 schedule due to 
the personal computers ability to collec
t data. For data 
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the robot for each different board being manufactured. 
This is done infrequently in the current facility 
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the robot for each different board being manufac
tured. 
This is done infrequently in the current fac
ility 
studied. The robot control system would also fu
rnish 
misinsert information to the shop floor control s
ystem. 
Machine status would also have to be monitored. 
16. Data Separator Test 
Data separator test will eventually become extinc
t 
through the use of either integrating this test
 with 
another test or the simple elimination of the
 need 
through circuit design that automatically adjusts these 
values to the proper degree. The test is manua
l and 
information needed for communications will be suppli
ed by 
the· board tracking system. 
17. Final Systems Test 
Final systems test utilize a personal computer i
n 
both their manual and robotic stations. From this s
ystem 
the shop floor control system is sent data on fa
ilure 
codes, location where the failure occurred and m
achine 
status. In the robotic station, the downloadin
g of 
programs to the robot are required from the shop 
floor 
control system. The test is conducted once every m
inute 
and data does not need to be sent on any schedule du
e to 
the personal computers ability to collect data. Fo
r data 
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backup, data may be uploaded to the shop floor control 
system periodically. 
18. GenRad Diagnostic Tester 
Diagnostic testing is performed on a GenRad 
diagnostic tester. This tester contains a DEC PDP 11-23 
minicomputer with two 26 megabyte hard disks for program 
and data storage. Open or shorts are detected, passive 
components on the board are checked, active components 
are tested according to their individual function, with 
error codes for their failure and locations of all faults 
are displayed. The circuits within an integrated circuit 
are checked and suspected pin numbers are displayed. This 
information is to be directed to the shop floor control 
system along with the GenRad machine status. Programs to 
be run on the GenRad are stored locally on the GenRad, 
but the shop floor control system selects the proper 
program through its scheduling information. 
As explained previously, the board tracking system 
is used at each process step. The GenRad is capable of 
storing data on its own hard disk. To store this 
information locally, the board tracking system must 
supply the bar code to the tester for each board. This 
locally stored information can be uploaded to the shop 
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floor control system perio
dically, at times not to 
disturb production processes
, relieving the shop floor 
control system of some of its
 communications loading. 
19. Loop Back Debug 
Loopback testing is performed
 on boards that can't 
be diagnosed on the GenRad tes
ter. Extensive fault codes 
are given to aid in determinin
g the problem. This test is 
a combination of manual and co
mputer diagnostic aids. The 
recording of the board and 
its fault diagnosis will be 
performed utilizing the board
 tracking system. A terminal 
will be used to display past 
history of the board and to 
input repair activity perfo
rmed on the board. This 
terminal will communicate to 
the board tracking system. 
20. Bracket and Tab Clip 
Bracket and tab clip is a man
ual operation, but is 
fully capable of being auto
mated. An IBM 7535 robot 
equipped with a power screwdr
iver could insert the screws 
into the board while an air a
ctuated device could break 
the tab clear of the boa
rd. The program would be 
downloaded to the robot fro
m the shop floor control 
system and machine status alon
g with screw quantity would 
be transmitted back to the sho
p floor control system. 
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21. Final Quality Analysis 
22. Source Inspect 
Final quality analysis and source inspect are both
 
visual checks that are done manually. Because of
 the 
various types of failures that can occur at these s
tages, 
a vision system may not be desirable here. Therefore
, the 
board tracking system will take care of any inform
ation 
transmission. 
23. Rework 
Similar in communication requirements to th
e 
loopback tester, all rework stations will consist 
of a 
terminal for display of board history and to i
nput 
repair activity performed on the board. The termina
l and 
bar code wands all communicate to the board tra
cking 
system. 
24. Packaging and Shipping 
If it is desired, packaging may wand every board and
 
wand a bar coded box to ultimately track the boards.
 This 
could be used to call up from inventory any boards 
that 
have been packaged, in the case of an unforeseen pr
oblem 
in the process. Through the board tracking system,
 the 
problem may be isolated in a certain suspect time pe
riod. 
The board tracking system would know which boards
 had 
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passed the problem station at th
e suspect time period. 
Another benefit might help inclu
de tracking down the 
same problem, but in the field. 
In this way, the number 
of the box sent to a custome
r could be identified, 
identifying the suspected boards
 within the box. 
Shipping will enter via a com
puter terminal, the 
boxes and quantity of items ship
ped. Shipping will access 
the inventory control system to
 determine which purchase 
orders are to be filled, the 
date required, quantity 
required, and what product. 
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CHAPTER 5 NETWORKING THE FACTORY 
Utilizing the information requirement
s from the shop 
floor and the manufacturing support op
erations, a network 
can be designed that satisfies 
the communication 
requirements for a factory-wide networ
k. 
A description of network technology a
nd some of the 
emerging standards that will facilita
te network designs 
is discussed in this chapter. Four b
asic technological 
issues (transmission media, transmission 
technique, 
network topology and access protocol) are pre
sented and 
used to design a factory network. Cha
pter 6 will organize 
the shop floor into separate subnetw
orks that will be 
integrated with the factory-wide netw
ork. Chapter 7 will 
provide a network design for the ma
nufacturing support 
operations that will also be integrate
d with the factory-
wide network. 
Network Levels 
The need for organizations to share d
ata collected 
at discrete locations within the fact
ory by individual 
computer systems has been increasing. 
The ability to make 
all programs and data available to th
ose who require it, 
is the purpose of a network. 
There are 3 levels of networks that 
are defined by 
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The Yankee Group (3) - level 1 corp
orate-wide, level 2 
factory-wide and level 3 local
ized. 
Level 1 is a corporate wide ne
twork where factories 
and organizational functions
 can exchange data among 
themselves and all report to
 a central data processing 
site. In our factory, th
is would involve handling 
communications ·from each of 
the manufacturing entities 
studied in Chapter 4. Manufac
turing, CAD/CAM systems, MRP 
etc. would be linked to t
he management information 
system, where specifics f
rom each system could be 
accessed to make decisions re
garding production, as one 
example. 
This network level is the mos
t complex of the levels 
because of the communication p
aths available, data files 
are frequently large, and 
message routing must be 
accurate and timely. 
Level 2 is a factory-wide 
network that enables 
organizational functions with
in a factory to share data. 
There are two main function
s that are fulfilled by the 
factory network. First, it en
ables communications between 
plant host computers and the
 factory and secondly, it 
provides a basis for larger
, more widely distributed 
networks. This factory-wide n
etwork is used as a backbone 
for the more widely distribute
d networks. General Motors 
Manufacturing Automation Pr
otocol (MAP) is an emerging 
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standard within this level. 
Level 3 is the local area network which links
 groups 
of people or machines together, to share pro
cessing power 
or computer peripherals. 
The ISO Reference Model 
Computer networks are designed in a str
uctured 
manner. To reduce their design complexity, m
ost networks 
are organized into a series of layers. Each
 network may 
utilize its own layer hierarchy. The probl
em of many 
different network communication schemes was a
ddressed by 
the International Standards Organizatio
n (ISO) by 
instituting an international standard named t
he Reference 
Model of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI). This mo
del 
was based on the following assumptions (22) : 
1) A layer should be created where a different level 
of abstraction is needed. 
2) Each layer should perform a well defined 
function. 
3) The function of each layer should be cho
sen to 
define internationally standardized protoco
ls. 
4) The layer boundaries should be chosen to
 minimize 
the information flow across the interfaces
. 
5) The number of layers should be large enough
 that 
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distinct functions n
eed not be thrown to
gether in 
the same layer out o
f necessity, and sma
ll enough 
that the architectur
e does not become un
wieldy. 
With these assumptio
ns in mind, the ISO
 defined the 
OSI model using 7 di
stinct layers shown 
in Figure 15. The 
levels with short ex
planations are descr
ibed below. 
The physical level, 
layer 1, defines the
 electrical 
characteristics of
 the transmission 
line and the 
mechanical connectio
ns from device to de
vice. This level 
makes sure that mess
ages sent, reach the
ir destination. 
The data link laye
r, layer 2, takes 
a raw data 
transmission and re
formats the data int
o frames. These 
frames are merely 
a method of transfer
 of data that 
incorporate error h
andling and provide 
for commonality 
among data represent
ation. 
The network layer, l
ayer 3, performs me
ssage routing 
for data transfer an
d sees that any cong
estion of data is 
controlled. 
Layer 4 the tra
nsport layer, w
ill provide 
transparent, reliab
le data transfer fr
om the session 
layer to the networ
k layer. The layer 
must provide for 
data transfer from
 the session laye
r in spite of 
differences in the h
ardware technology. 
The fifth layer, th
e session layer, is
 the actual 
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user's interface- into the network. This layer provides 
access security, data synchronization and name/address 
translation from a user's address to the logical address. 
The presentation layer, is the sixth layer and it 
restructures data received into a standardized format 
used within the network. Different computers many times 
will have a different file format. The presentation 
layer will convert the data into suitable format for 
different computers. 
The last layer is the application layer and is as it 
sounds, a layer that provides all services directly 
defined by an application program. 
This layer architecture defines the standards of 
hardware and software that must be implemented to 
communicate across a network. The layer structure is 
modular in that two layers may be combined into a single 
layer satisfying both layer functions or newer and 
improved layers may replace any other layer satisfying 
the same function. 
The first commercial implementation of this layered 
technology is IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA). 
Prior to the introduction of SNA, network support was 
dependent upon a particular application, making it 
difficult to share resources among different 
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applications. SNA provides a c
ommon network design for 
diverse applications through the
 use of its standardized 
layered architecture. 
Network Technology 
Before any network may be design
ed and specified, a 
review of network technology
 will be presented to 
illustrate the advantages and tr
adeoffs associated with 
different techniques. In sel
ecting a network, four 
technological issues must be add
ressed. 
1) Transmission technique 
2) Transmission media 
3) Network topology 
4) Access protocol 
Transmission Technique 
There are two main transmission 
techniques that are 
utilized within networks. One i
s the broadband technique 
and the other is the baseband te
chnique. 
Broadband systems carry a bro
ad range of analog 
frequencies across a single c
able. Broadband systems 
allow many devices to share 
a cable by assigning 
different frequencies to each de
vice to communicate data. 
By assigning different frequen
cies to each device, a 
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number of communication channels may operate 
simultaneously. 
Typically, broadband has a broad range of channels, 
hence it has a wide bandwidth. Each of each devices on 
each channel must use a radio frequency (RF) modulator to 
allow it to receive or send on its own frequency. 
Baseband systems employ a digital technology in 
communication. Sharing of the cable over multiple devices 
is performed utilizing a time-sharing technique. Only one 
device can transmit in a given time interval. The 
limitation of devices utilizing the cable is limited by 
the number of· time slots available governed by a 
protocol. 
Broadband systems generally utilize higher 
transmission speeds because of the simultaneous 
transmission of data. Broadband systems also require a 
coaxial cable or a fiber optic cable to accommodate the 
higher bandwidth, while baseband systems can use many 
kinds of cable including the less expensive shielded 
twisted pair. Also, baseband systems don't require 
additional equipment to connect to the cable. 
Transmission Media 
There are three main transmission mediums that are 
available for networks; twisted pair, coaxial and fiber 
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optic. Twisted pair is the cheapest media and its 
shielding will permit transmission speeds up to 10 
million bits per second (MBS). Coaxial cable is more 
expensive, but it has a greater bandwidth and greater 
noise immunity. Fiber optic cables are the newest 
technology and prove to have the highest bandwidth and 
the highest noise immunity. As opposed to coaxial cable, 
fiber optic cables can propagate a signal further without 
amplifying the signal. Fiber optic cables also are 
unidirectional which requires two cables for 
bidirectional communications. This is the most expensive 
technology and the least understood. Fiber optics are 
also difficult to tap in multidrop applications. Fiber 
optics will permit potentially one billion bits per 
second (BBS) data communication rates. 
Network Topology 
The three most commonly used network topologies are 
the star, ring and bus topologies. Figure 16 illustrates 
these topologies. The star topology is characterized by a 
number of nodes all connected to a central controller. 
All communications from nodes pass through the 
controller. The controller manages and controls all 
communications. Easy detection of a node failure allows 
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the central controller to remove
 the node from the 
network. However, the failure of 
the central controller 
disables the entire network. 
The star topology is the oldest to
pology and the 
most common, which simplifies netwo
rk management. 
The second topology is the ring topo
logy. As seen in 
Figure 16, ring topologies 
are circular and 
unidirectional in transmission of d
ata. A node generates 
a message with an address. Each 
node listens for its 
address. If the message does not 
address the node, the 
node receives the message and regen
erates the message to 
send to the next node in the ring. 
Bus topologies are bidirectional in 
communications. 
Each device listens for its addres
s on the bus. If the 
message doesn't contain the device
 address, the device 
will ignore the message. Bus topol
ogies utilize the most 
direct cabling routes and because
 of the bidirectional 
communication capabilities, a traf
fic controller must 
guard against collisions. 
The star topology is easy to modify
 to accommodate 
changes, but requires the greatest a
mount of cable of any 
of the topologies. 
The ring 
because each 
communication 
topology is suited for longer 
node regenerates a message, 
control is simplified because 
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distances 
and its 
of the 
unidirectional communications. The ring topology is a 
closed topology with no defined ends, and changes needed 
to accommodate newer devices are more difficult than the 
other topologies. 
Access Protocol 
The major governing body developing standards for 
protocols is the IEEE 802 Local Area Network Standards 
Committee. This committee has decided that there is no 
one protocol that can suit all applications. Therefore, 
they have defined three standards. The three methods are 
the 802.3 (Carrier - sense multiple access with collision 
detection or the CSMA/CD), the 802.4 (Token bus), and the 
802.5 (Token ring). Figure 17 illustrates these three 
standards. 
CSMA/CD 
The CSMA/CD is patterned after the Ethernet protocol 
developed by Xerox. It is baseband over a bus 
architecture. 
Each station must listen for messages on the bus. A 
station wishing to transmit must wait until the current 
transmission is complete. In the event of simultaneous 
transmission, a collision occurs. The sending station 
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that detects a collisio
n must stop sending his
 data. Each 
station must be capable
 of detecting when anot
her station 
is transmitting. Messag
e collisions occur freq
uently, and 
the length of the bus 
increases the signal 
propagation 
time, increasing the 
chances of collisions.
 After a 
collision, each stati
on will wait a random 
time before 
resuming transmission. 
The CSMA/CD protocol t
ransmits data at 10 MB
S over 
50 MOHM coaxial cabl
e. The protocol is 
simple to 
implement and the r
ecent development of 
integrated 
circuits makes this me
thod inexpensive to int
erface. The 
method is designed for 
short messages and work
s well when 
the loading on the 
system is light. C
ommunication 
response time is pr
obabilistic and the i
nability to 
guarantee maximum dela
y times makes this imp
ractical in 
real time applications
. 
Token Bus 
Token bus protocols ut
ilize a token to permi
t each 
device to gain access. 
Only the device holding
 the token 
may transmit informatio
n on the bus. The toke
n is passed 
to the next physical 
device on the bus and i
f the device 
wishes to transmit a m
essage, he then passes
 the message 
along. Utilizing to
ken bus protocols 
allows a 
determination of the m
aximum response time w
ithin a given 
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network. 
Token bus uses three modulatio
n techniques of which 
two are frequency shift keyin
g used in single channel 
communications and the third em
ploys broadband amplitude 
modulation to permit different
 signals to share the same 
cable including voice and video
. 
The use of modulation techniqu
es allows token bus 
networks to be physically larg
er than CSMA/CD networks. 
Token bus networks are also mo
re immune to noise because 
their communication equipmen
t can utilize filters to 
reject noise. 
Token bus is more expensive th
an CSMA/CD because of 
the modulation circuitry, and i
nterface circuits are more 
complex. 
Token Ring 
Token rings use the same toke
n passing scheme as 
the token bus, but each device
 on the line receives and 
retransmits each message. T
he process stops when the 
message reaches the originator
, who removes the message. 
Presently, the protocol uses b
aseband technology and the 
information is transmitted on
 twisted pair or coaxial 
cable. Data transmission rat
es vary from 1. 4 MBS for 
twisted pair to up to 40 MBS on
 coaxial cable. 
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Unlike CSMA/CD, the transmission dis
tances can be 
great because each station retransm
its each message. 
Wiring can be a disadvantage although,
 for many reasons. 
First, each connection needs separate
 in/out cables, and 
the last device needs to connect b
ack to the first 
station. A break in the cable could
 be disastrous to 
communications, therefore redunda
nt cabling may be 
necessary. Lastly, each station mu
st provide a bypass 
circuit when the device is inactive o
r powered off • 
. ...... _ 
Factory Networks 
Based on the information requirements
 determined in 
Chapter 4, a factory network can be d
esigned. Figure 18 
illustrates that network. 
The backbone of this factory network i
s a broadband 
network, capable of handling many ch
annels. This network 
is the link from the shop flo
or to the other 
manufacturing entities studied in Cha
pter 4. One possible 
network that can be utilized here is 
the General Motors 
Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP). 
MAP is a broadband token bus utilizi
ng ISO's OSI 
model. "MAP is the missing cantilever
 that will bridge the 
islands of automation, paving the way
 for the factory of 
the future. " ( 21) The beauty of this network 
is that it 
is a network that was supported i
nitially by Allen 
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Bradley, Digital Equipment Corporation, Concord
 Data 
Systems, IBM, Motorola, Gould and Hewlett Packard a
nd is 
now supported by over 200 companies. The cry
 from 
manufacturing companies for their various computers
 to be 
able to communicate has been addressed. 
GM's MAP is not a standard that is complete. Th
e 
standard has made considerable progress in layers 1
,2 and 
4 of the ISO OSI Model. Integrated circuits that p
erform 
these lower layer functions are now being produce
d and 
will simplify and reduce the cost of implementation
. Work 
on the upper layers is being done now and the Na
tional 
Bureau of Standards (NBS) is leading the way in it
s 
development. 
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CHAPTER 6 FACTORY SUBNETWORKS 
A computer integrated manufacturing strategy is not 
a plan that one implements in a year or two. The strategy 
is to automate those processes that can provide the 
greatest benefit with a provision to link into the total 
CIM system at a later time. Modules should be implemented 
first, and at the proper time, the entire system will be 
linked together. MAP is the overall link to the entire 
factory. If modules are designed with MAP specifications 
in mind, the implementation of a total CIM system will be 
possible in the future, assuming that MAP proceeds as 
scheduled. 
Using the network technologies discussed in Chapter 
5, this chapter will divide the shop floor into separate 
networks integrated into the factory-wide network. The 
two subnetworks that are discussed are the test/repair 
subnetwork and the process subnetwork (Figure 20). These 
subnetworks are to be implemented as modules. The 
following chapter, Chapter 7, will complete the 
networking necessary in an integrated factory by 
integrating the business support functions with the 
factory-wide network. 
The module that would offer the largest benefit to 
the organization under study would be the testing and 
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repair module. At the time of study, 
a large amount of 
boards were sitting on the factory flo
or waiting to be 
reworked. 
Test and Repair Module 
The current testing strategy is shown 
in Figure 19. 
The integration of the testing equipm
ent and the board 
tracking system is essential to prov
ide a real time 
repair and test strategy. The board trac
king system would 
provide the means to identify boards 
and the testing 
systems would provide the analysis 
data for rework 
stations to repair faulty boards. This 
integrated repair 
and test module would act as a standal
one system until 
integration into the factory host could 
be completed. 
The system should contain a central con
troller for 
this module, a test line host. The test
 line host should 
perform the following functions: 
1) Contain board tracking system software 
2) Interface to the GenRad 2 2 7 5 
3) Interface to the Fluke 3200A 
4) Interface to the functional test 
5) Interface to the data separator test 
6) Contain the board database 
7) Interface to the rework terminals 
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8) Be capable of interfacing to the GM MAP Backbone 
Given the information requirements for each 
of the 
systems above, an Ethernet subnetwork would s
atisfy those 
requirements. The Ethernet protocol (CSMA/CD, baseban
d, 
bus architecture) is designed to handle short messages 
on 
the network. Most data transmission would in
volve board 
bar code numbers or codes to describe the b
oard repair 
and analysis. 
Also, this standard is well developed, and 
we have 
determined that this subnetwork is the mo
st important 
within our total CIM plan. Being well develo
ped and easy 
to implement will enhance our efforts in dev
eloping this 
test and repair module. 
The data rates that are capable in 
network (up to 10 MBS) are more than 
an Ethernet 
sufficient to 
satisfy our data requirements. Ethernet is a 
network that 
is used frequently in test equipment, there
fore we will 
not limit ourselves in the future. 
Process Control Module 
Within this module we would like to cont
rol the 
solder process, the automatic vision s
ystem, the 
automatic insertion equipment and the odd fo
rm line. As 
reviewed in the information requirements c
hapter, the 
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data requirements here include not only status data from 
machines, but also file transfers to download the robots 
contained on the odd form line. 
This system must be able to respond in real time 
with a guaranteed access time. The vision system and the 
solder processes demand real time control. Also, this 
equipment is used throughout the factory - not being 
localized in one location. Therefore, communication 
across 1000 feet should not limit this network. 
For these reasons, the IEEE 802.5 standard would 
satisfy our requirements. This network is a token ring 
coaxial baseband network. This standard is deterministic 
in access times, able to handle higher data rates (1.4 
MBS - 40 MBS) useful in file transfers and the quality of 
the token ring that enables long distance communications, 
make this standard suitable for process control. 
Again, as in the test and repair module, a central 
process host would be needed. The requirements for this 
host are: 
1) Control the solder process 
2) Download programs to the odd form line 
3) Collect data from the automatic insertion line 
4) Control the vision system and download programs 
specific to the board being inspected 
5) Manage the process database 
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6) Communicate to the GM MAP backbone 
As we complete the test and repair module and 
the 
process control module, we should look to in
tegrating 
these systems into the GM MAP backbone. Within th
e GM MAP 
standard, gateways are provided to connect 
different 
network architectures together. This would ena
ble us to 
define a central database that could be accesse
d by all 
of the manufacturing systems, necessary for a t
otal CIM 
system implementation. 
Integration of these modules into the MAP back
bone 
is not simply connecting the subnetworks 
to the 
gateways, which communicate to the MAP backbone.
 Gateways 
must be developed to support each type of subnet
work. The 
actual linking of the MAP network and the s
ubnetwork 
takes place at the applications level (Figure 15, Layer 
7). This involves writing software application programs 
for each subnetwork that would control the
 gateway 
protocol conversion and address translation f
rom each 
network. 
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CHAPTER 7 INTEGRATING THE BUSINESS FUNCTION
S 
Chapters 5 and 6 determined our factory net
work 
requirements 
The ultimate 
to integrate our plant floor 
goal of a CIM system is to 
operations. 
integrate the 
plant floor operations with the manufacturing o
perations. 
As seen from Figure 4 in Chapter 4, the i
nformation 
requirements from these manufacturing systems
 is very 
complex. This chapter will suggest a subn
etwork to 
integrate the business support operation
s of a 
manufacturing facility. This subnetwork will o
perate as 
its own entity and will be integratable into 
the total 
CIM plan. 
The key element in simplifying communicati
on 
channels within the business support operatio
ns is the 
implementation of a common data base. In order
 to allow 
for maximum flexibility, a common data base 
for plant 
operations, and a separate data base for man
ufacturing 
support operations would be required. This gi
ves us a 
distributed data base, divided because of 
the data 
content differences between process data and
 business 
data. Distributed data bases allow us not
 to rely 
completely upon one computer for data access. T
hrough the 
networking of the two data bases together, one
 data base 
may request data from the other data base. 
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Once we implement a common data base for 
manufacturing support operations, communication 
requirements become greatly simplified. Figure 21 
illustrates the network structure for manufacturing 
support operations. Given the generalized information 
requirements for these manufacturing systems, a star 
topology utilizing a central controller would provide an 
efficient network. To integrate all of these functions, 
software packages are available that access a common data 
base utilizing a common computer. Examples of such 
software packages are IBM's MAPICS and COPICS production 
planning and control systems software. 
MAPICS (Manufacturing Accounting and Production 
Information Control System) is designed for smaller 
facilities and integrates the following areas (5): 
1) Product Data Management 
2) Inventory Management 
3) Production Control and Costing 
4) Material Resources Planning 
5) Capacity Requirements Planning 
6) Data Collection System Support 
7) Order Entry and Invoicing 
8) Accounts Receivable 
9) Sales Analysis 
10) Payroll 
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11) Accounts Payable 
12) General Ledger 
IBM's COPICS (Communication Oriented Production 
Information and Control system) is a more compl
ex 
software package that is designed f
or larger 
applications. The areas that this system en
compasses are 
(5): 
1) Customer Order Scheduling 
2) Inventory Planning and Forecasting 
3) Bill of Material 
4) on-line Routing 
5) Facilities Data Management 
6) Product Cost Calculations 
7) Purchasing and Receiving 
8) Advanced Function Material Resource Planning 
9) Shop Order Release 
10) Shop Order Load Analysis and Reporting 
11) Plant Monitoring and Control 
With the host computer running an app
lication 
program such as MAPICS, the communication n
etwork would 
be dependent upon the computer chosen t
o run the 
application. The computer chosen would inter
face to the 
MAP backbone to integrate the manufactur
ing support 
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operations with the factory host controller. If the host 
computer does not support MAP, the software necessary to 
drive a gateway interface to the MAP network is needed to 
be developed. 
COPICS and MAPICS both are IBM products and IBM has 
recently announced that they are going to support the MAP 
standard in their new network architecture that is to be 
announced in 1986. The new network would allow direct 
interface to the MAP network without a gateway interface. 
In integrating our factory, the last element to 
integrate would be the CAD/CAM systems. These systems 
frequently reside on computers dedicated to CAD/CAM 
because of the computer power that is required. A 
localized CAD/CAM system would send data files on product 
designs to the site host across the MAP backbone where a 
common data base would store the files. The site host 
would interpret the data from the common data base to use 
in generating a new data file. This new data file would 
be used by an application program such as MAPICS, to 
create a bill of· materials. 
In the event of a product design that comes from a 
different location across a long haul network, designed 
by a different CAD/CAM system, the two product files will 
not be of the same data format. The site host would 
include an IGES (International Graphics Exchange 
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Standard) application program which would convert the 
data from one CAD/CAM system to a file that could be used 
on the different CAD/CAM system. 
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CHAPTER 8 CIM IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
The next step in our CIM strategy is to define a 
master plan based on the organizational objectives. The 
CIM implementation plan will be presented in a phased 
format. In order to phase our CIM plan, the following 
conditions must be evaluated with respect to the plan. 
System cost is one of the most important factors in 
implementing a CIM plan. The system cost determines 
whether an organization can provide a return on 
investment for investing in the system. This second 
factor, ROI, is often difficult to achieve in justifying 
a CIM system. A study performed by the Committee on the 
CAD/CAM Interface (6) on justifying CIM systems, 
concluded that in studying five leaders in CIM technology 
- McDonnell Aircraft Company, Deere and Company, 
Westinghouse Defense and Electronics Center, General 
Motors Corporation, and Ingersoll Milling Machine 
Company, the usual methods for justifying projects were 
inadequate for accessing the results of integration. 
Traditional measures deal with projects that are 
contained within one function of manufacturing. CIM 
projects span multiple functions and accessing future 
benefits is difficult to quantify. The committee's 
recommendation was to consider responsiveness, 
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productivity increases, quality impro
vements, lead time 
reduction, design excellence, flexib
ility and reduction 
in work-in-process inventories. 
Available technologies to implement 
CIM are also 
very instrumental. Each application
 involves technology 
demands. These demands must be evalua
ted to determine the 
constraints associated with the techno
logy. One example 
of a constraint that involves the co
mmunications network 
is the time frame that the GM MAP pr
otocol will become 
available. Most experts do not expec
t a fully functional 
MAP protocol for 2-3 years. 
Does our organization contain the ne
cessary skills 
level? To properly implement a CIM p
lan, an organization 
must possess a skilled team of p
rofessionals that 
understand the aspects of manu
facturing systems, 
automated control, computer tec
hnology, database 
management, communications and appli
cation programs. All 
of these attributes are not necessa
ry to begin a CIM 
plan. The CIM plan should anticipate
 these qualities and 
training programs should provide the 
means to obtain the 
skills level as they become needed. 
Support of top management is a p
rerequisite to 
establish a successful CIM implement
ation. CIM crosses 
the organizational barriers and with
out top management 
support CIM projects frequently fail. To 
properly 
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plan for CIM, a clear understanding of the organization 
and its organizational goals is key. Frequent meetings 
with the companies CEO or senior level managers are 
necessary to track the CIM project in relation to meeting 
its business objectives. 
What benefits will CIM provide? To satisfy a 
business objective, the proper phasing must be followed. 
Each phase must provide a benefit into itself and each 
phase must be implemented with a view of the total CIM 
plan. To say that a material resource planning system is 
needed by purchasing an application program for the 
computer is useless without integrating the other 
business functions with MRP. 
Another factor to consider when phasing a CIM plan 
is answering the question - what does the business 
today? Cim provides us with the flexibility 
need 
and 
timeliness, and it will help us remain competitive within 
our industry. But, most businesses require some immediate 
results to stay competitive. These immediate needs 
provide us with the starting points for a CIM plan. 
Phase I 
The plant under study at the time of this writing, 
had no standalone computers on site. Software is the key 
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to selecting hardware. Computers have be
come so 
technologically advanced, that the key el
ement in 
selecting a particular type of computer is the
 software 
that is available for that computer. This is t
he first 
step in Phase I. As determined from in
formation 
requirements, the necessary elements of a CIM p
lan must 
all be analyzed to determine the application 
programs 
that will be necessary. The software requiremen
ts should 
include the CIM system as a whole, taking into
 account 
the compatibility of the programs that 
need to 
communicate with one another. 
The next step in Phase I is to design a comp
uter 
hierarchy that will satisfy our software requir
ements. A 
generic computer hierarchy is presented in Fi
gure 22. 
This hierarchy is defined on the basis of our in
formation 
requirements and our network formulation. The 
software 
study will provide the basis to identify each co
mputer in 
the hierarchy. 
Planning education and training programs early 
is a 
key step in this CIM plan. The people needed to
 support 
all four phases - operators, technicians, e
ngineering 
designers, engineering leaders, programm
ers, and 
management all need to be involved in a trainin
g program 
geared for their future roles in the orga
nization. 
Involvement of the operators and technicia
ns with 
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engineering and management
 in the planning and desig
n 
stages is important in the d
evelopment of a CIM plan. Th
e 
operators and the line te
chnicians can help avoid
 
overlooked problems throug
h their experience from th
e 
shop floor. 
A team approach in the imp
lementation of a CIM plan 
becomes very important to
 establish a good workin
g 
relationship. CIM crosses th
e organizational barriers an
d 
team building will help to b
reak the traditional barriers
 
down. This will form the 
basis for a successful CIM
 
implementation. 
Two particular support gr
oups that need to be 
developed are a data proces
sing and controls group and a
 
systems integrator group. 
The data processing and 
controls group becomes mo
re involved as the phasing
 
progresses. Establishment of
 this group early will perm
it 
this group to become experie
nced. The experience become
s 
beneficial in the integratio
n of the total CIM system in
 
the last phase. The se
cond group, the system
s 
integrators, are the peop
le that understand all the
 
manufacturing systems and how
 they work together. These
 
people insure that the CIM
 system will function as a
 
single entity by employing a
 systems approach. "System
s 
approach is the key to 
the design, installation, 
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operation, optimization, management, and modification of 
a manufacturing system". (24) 
Phase II 
As discussed in Chapter 2, an immediate objective of 
this organization is to control their rework loop. Work-
in-process sitting on the manufacturing floor is wasted 
resources. The test and repair subnetwork will provide 
information to better track the product and control the 
process. 
Appendix A describes a board tracking system that 
can be implemented with an investment of approximately 
100,000 dollars. The system includes all hardware and 
software to support a board tracking system. A database 
is an integral part of the system. As discussed above, 
the software will drive our hardware choice. The system 
is available on a Sage IV microcomputer or an IBM PC XT. 
With the given peripherals for the board tracking system, 
one microcomputer would need to be dedicated to this 
function. The test and repair functions need to be 
integrated with. the board tracking system. As explained 
in Chapter 6, an accepted standard protocol in testing 
equipment is Ethernet. Another microcomputer would 
function as the host in the test and repair subnetwork. 
These microcomputers would support Ethernet protocol. 
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The microcomputer host would interface to the test 
equipment and any data gathered from this equipment would 
be transferred to the board tracking microcomputer across 
the subnetwork utilizing the board tracking database. 
Utilizing microprocessor technology, this phase 
would provide a low cost solution to the organization's 
rework problem, and this project could be broken down 
further into smaller modules. First, implementation of 
the board tracking system needs to be performed. A 
generic board tracking system will enable the tracking of 
product on a real time basis through the use of a 
controller and a common data base interfaced with bar 
code wands and terminals for system status display. 
With the recommended system, installation would be 
simple, with training and education of personnel included 
in the cost. Once this system is operational, the host 
microcomputer system would need to be installed and 
interfaced to the various test equipment. Equipment 
utilized by this organization is a given at the present 
time and interfacing to this equipment would be performed 
mostly through RS232 communication lines. Software would 
need to be developed to interface to the board tracking 
system. The effort to develop the software would not 
involve considerable effort in accessing the board 
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tracking system. The Cibar system is integratable and can 
be configured to communicate with other systems. 
The host microcomputer that is chosen should be 
able to interface to the factory backbone network when 
the last phase of this plan is implemented, tying our 
factory togethe~. 
Phase III 
Phase III would involve automating the data 
collection techniques of the process line. Automatic 
insertion, the odd form line, the solder process, and the 
suggested vision system (before the solder process) are 
the processes that need communications. The first 
consideration in designing Phase III is the process host. 
The process host should support the communication network 
and be able to interface to the factory backbone network. 
As discussed above, the software to support these 
requirements in addition to the interface requirements to 
the different processes needs to be assessed to determine 
which particular host is needed. 
This phase of the CIM plan will need a higher skill 
level to support such an effort. With the host 
determined and the communications requirements met, each 
process could be automated separately, as long as the end 
result to develop a total CIM system was not ignored in 
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the design. One of this organization's CIM objectives was 
to be able to operate in standalone or CIM mode, 
reinforcing our strategy. Presently the solder process is 
the most critical and is also the most out of control 
process on the line. As explained in Chapter 3, the 
parameters to be controlled would be implemented through 
a local controller. This would be the first process to 
automate. Once these processes were automated, they could 
then be connected to the process network. The process 
network would provide communications to the process host 
where a common database for the process would be 
implemented. 
Phase IV 
The 4th phase would involve selecting appropriate 
software that would satisfy our requirements determined 
in Chapter 7, Integrating the Business Functions. A 
survey of the software would need to be performed to 
determine a set of software packages that satisfy our 
requirements. Given the set of application programs, a 
site host computer could be selected. This host would 
need to communicate with the following: 
1) Test and repair host computer 
2) Process host computer 
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3) Long haul network 
4) CAD/CAM computer 
5) The business support functions as outlined in 
Figure 4 
Items 1,2,3 and 4 all would communicate via the factory 
backbone network. As suggested, the GM MAP protocol could 
be used as our factory backbone. Therefore, the site host 
would need to interface to the MAP network. The 5th item 
would be subject to the site host computer 
specifications. The software packages exemplified in 
Chapter 7, MAPICS and COPICS, would require IBM computers 
which generally require an SNA network, but IBM has 
announced recently that they will be supporting MAP with 
their new network architecture due out in 1986. 
The selection of the site host computer with its 
application programs would be the starting point for 
Phase IV. At this point, three modules would be capable 
of operating independently - test and repair, process 
control and the business systems. The task of integrating 
these three modules would provide us with our total CIM 
system. Part of the task of integrating these modules 
should be complete if the three modules were designed to 
accommodate the total CIM strategy. The cabling for the 
factory could be performed at this point. In most 
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applications, 
completed in 
cabling would be 
the event of a 
the first task 
new facility 
to be 
being 
constructed. Cabling is easier and cheaper to install in 
buildings under construction. This particular facility is 
complete and their process plans change very frequently. 
The installation of the cabling, has no priority in this 
plan and the installation would be more economical to 
complete after a stable business plan occurs. 
With the cabling in place, the ability to 
communicate would reside with the support of the GM MAP 
protocol. The implementation of the remaining layers of 
the ISO OSI model would standardize the interfacing to 
the factory backbone network. The remaining tasks to 
complete our CIM plan would involve application 
programming at the various host computers. The eventual 
buildup of a data processing and controls group starting 
in Phase I would enable a more efficient transition into 
this last phase. These people could get involved with the 
application programs resident on all of the host 
computers and they could specify the requirements for 
each host to be able to communicate in the total CIM 
plan. As the phases progress, the education and training 
that is needed to support a CIM system would help this 
group to gain expertise. This expertise would facilitate 
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applications development in the last p
hase. 
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSION 
Computer Integration of the factory is accomplished 
through careful planning and commitment from the 
organization that is undertaking the project. CIM is a 
long term strategy that must be developed by all members 
of an organization. Careful consideration of people 
interacting with CIM is important because of the cross-
disciplinary skills required to implement a CIM plan. CIM 
crosses the traditional organizational boundaries and 
requires that people work together from the different 
functions. 
This thesis has presented a technique to develop a 
CIM strategy based upon business objectives. The approach 
was taken to develop the strategy theoretically using a 
specific application to maintain real constraints 
associated with developing a realistic CIM strategy. The 
organization examined, was studied to obtain an in-depth 
picture of the manufacturing processes and the associated 
problems with the process. Interviews were conducted with 
employees on the shop floor to provide valuable insight 
into the process from their experience and interviews 
were conducted with top management to determine the 
business objectives and goals of the organization. 
Once the business objectives were identified, the 
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organizational functions of a manufacturing facility 
were investigated to determine the information 
requirements of each function. This provided a map to 
follow in designing an information network to support 
communications between each organizational function. 
The technical issues of networking were considered 
along with the information requirements of the 
organizational functions in designing a factory network 
which integrates the shop floor with manufacturing 
support operations. 
An implementation plan was presented that was based 
upon business objectives, system cost, return on 
investment, available technologies, skills level required 
to support the effort, support of top level management, 
and the benefits that each phase of the plan returns. 
Much of the success of a totally integrated 
manufacturing 
developments 
facility relies upon the future industrial 
in computer integrated manufacturing. 
standardization within the field is crucial to achieve a 
totally integrated facility. International Graphics 
Exchange Standard (IGES) is a standard that provides a 
common data format for CAD/CAM files. The further 
development of this standard represents a major 
achievement in breaking down the barriers of integrating 
manufacturing and engineering. 
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GM's MAP protocol is
 another standard th
at is 
providing industry wit
h a standard network in
terface to 
many different types of
 computers. Many indu
strial firms 
utilize many types and
 brands of computers th
at need to 
communicate with each
 other. GM's MAP is d
esigned to 
standardize the interfa
ce between different co
mputers and 
is not completely sp
ecified. Within a 2-3 
year time 
frame, this protocol s
hould be fully specifie
d. Industry 
has recognized that MAP
 is an emerging standa
rd, and new 
network designs and 
automation equipment 
are being 
designed to incorporate
 the MAP interface stan
dard. 
This thesis has le
ft much room for 
further 
investigation by others
. The main thrust of 
this thesis 
has been to develop a
 CIM strategy and to justify 
this 
strategy by proposing 
a four phase implemen
tation plan. 
The implementation pla
n was based upon busin
ess needs and 
the technology that w
as available. Each pha
se could be 
developed further to 
provide a more detaile
d plan in 
which the organizatio
n could use to implem
ent smaller 
subsystems of CIM. T
hree possible topics th
at could be 
investigated include: 
1) A test and repair sub
system that is 
with a board trac
king system 
investigated in Brett S
aylor's thesis) 
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integrated 
(recently 
2) A process control subsystem that
 integrates the 
different manufacturing process st
eps. 
3) A subsystem that integrates the 
business 
support operations of a manufactu
ring facility. 
While computer integrated manufa
cturing will not be 
a fully mature technology in the 
near time frame, the 
strategy has been defined to guide
 in CIM development and 
partial implementation. Strate
gies 
progresses and the strategy s
hould 
change as time 
periodically be 
reviewed to insure that it reflect
s the current business 
objectives. Implementation should be perform
ed in phases 
and checkpoints should be establi
shed to properly track 
the progress of computer integrate
d manufacturing. 
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APPENDIX A CI
BAR BOARD TRA
CKING SYSTEM 
The Cibar Pro
duction and M
anufacturing I
nformation 
System (ProMIS) 
is a system th
at is designed
 to provide 
information ab
out labor, tim
e and material
 utilization o
n 
the shop floo
r in real time
. The system 
can operate as
 a 
standalone sy
stem or it 
can be integr
ated with th
e 
existing shop 
floor control 
system. 
Figure 23 illu
strates the P
roMIS system.
 Currently, 
the inventory
 control appli
cation module 
is not comple
te. 
ProMIS collec
ts informatio
n from bar cod
e labels whic
h 
can be used 
on employee 
badges, produ
ct containers
, 
products them
selves, work 
orders or pred
etermined men
u 
pads. Bar cod
es enable a mo
re accurate 
and timely met
hod 
to collect s
hop floor inf
ormation than
 manual keyi
ng 
entry methods.
 
System Design 
Philosophy 
The philosoph
y that Cibar u
sed in designi
ng ProMIS 
is flexibilit
y. To accomm
odate their ph
ilosophy, Cib
ar 
defined three 
basic work flo
w components 
that they saw 
as 
common to t
he manufactur
ing process -
jobs, operations 
and primary wo
rk station seq
uence. These t
hree componen
ts 
can be enhance
d or manipulat
ed to achieve 
most productio
n 
flows within m
anufacturing. 
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----: DATABASE DRIVER 1------
1 
DATABASE 
FIGURE 2 3 CIBAR ProMIS SYSTEM DESIGN 
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work 
A job 
order 
manufacturing 
is the basic work unit issued through a 
number. The job includes all of 
processes and the related components 
j~ 
the 
that 
comprise a finished product. Usually, a
 job is associated 
with a predefined number of units to pr
oduce. 
The second basic element of a work 
flow is an 
operation. An operation is a partic
ular step in the 
manufacturing process comprised of 
individual work 
stations or a manufacturing cell com
posed of multiple 
work stations. In our board manufac
turing plant, the 
robotic test cell and the DIP inser
tion machine are 
operations. Each operation has a cycle
 time, and a time 
standard associated with the operation.
 
The third basic work element is a 
primary work 
station sequence. This defines the bas
ic functions of an 
operation. Materials used in the proc
ess are received 
from inventory, work is performed on 
the product, the 
work is completed and passed on to the 
next operation. 
In our board manufacturing plant, thes
e three basic 
units can be identified: 
1) The job is a sequence, defined by a produc
t 
routing sheet which defines the proce
ss for a 
particular type board. Most boards 
follow a 
similar process sequence with a few st
eps that 
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are particular to one board type. All boards are 
released to manufacturing in kits of 500 boards. 
2) The process consists of operations that are 
defined by Table 1 in Chapter 4. These consist 
of work cells and individual work stations such 
as the wave solder, robotic test and the in-
circuit diagnostic tester. 
3) Each process receives components to perform work 
on the product and/or receives work-in-process 
from a previous manufacturing step. Work is 
performed on the board and it is passed to the 
next process step. 
Software Modules 
ProMIS was designed to be flexible enough to satisfy 
a range of applications. The ProMIS software system is 
comprised of three software modules - system control 
module, shop floor control module and the inventory 
control module. All of the applications utilize a common 
data base management facility, a screen generator which 
interfaces with the data base manager and a 
communications management facility which handles all 
interaction between the computer and the peripherals. 
The ProMIS software packages are all written in usco 
Pascal version 4.1. This software .is written in a highly 
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structured programming langu
age and is transportable ov
er 
a wide range of processors. 
A listing of the three 
software moau1es and a 
description of each follows.
 
1) System Control Module - This m
odule provides the 
ability to collect inform
ation from the shop 
floor through bar code equip
ment. Utilizing bar 
code collection, 
time for an 
information. 
the system also records lab
or 
operation and attendanc
e 
2) Shop Floor Control Module
 - For each individual 
component type, an indivi
dual routing may be 
specified as provided by
 this module. This 
module also facilitates
 lot tracking by 
individual bar code numbers.
 A nice feature that 
this module incorporates, is
 the flagging of all 
active jobs that are on the plant fl
oor that are 
affected by engineering c
hange notices. The 
active jobs are rerouted to accou
nt for the 
changes. 
Another feature found is th
e ability of 
this module to tailor re
port writing. To 
properly provide managemen
t with reports on the 
shop floor status, ProMIS 
allov1s the user to 
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select the inf
ormation conte
nt and format o
f a 
report. 
3) Inventory Co
ntrol Module -
This module t
racks 
the inventory
 levels asso
ciated with 
the 
components tha
t are used in 
the manufactu
ring 
process. Bar c
odes are suppo
rted in this mo
dule 
to facilitate d
ata entry. Pro
duction schedul
ing 
would supply 
information to
 this system
 to 
accurately pla
n for produc
tion requireme
nts. 
This module i
s designed to i
nterface with
 an 
existing mater
ial resource pl
anning system 
or to 
run as a s
tandalone syste
m. 
Hardware Requir
ements 
ProMIS is writt
en in usco Pas
cal version 4.1
 and can 
be run on an
y processor tha
t supports this
 version of 
Pascal. The 
system memory 
requirements fo
r the program 
execution is 
256 kilobytes o
f random access
 memory. The 
system reviewe
d from referenc
e 4, utilized 
16 terminals 
interfaced to
 two Sage IV
 processors t
hrough port 
concentrator
s, 10 monitors
, and 65 bar co
de readers from
 
Intermec. Th
e hardware 
cost which i
ncludes all 
peripherals 
mentioned abo
ve plus two
 Sage IV 
microprocessor
s was approx
imately 75 thou
sand dollars. 
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The ProMIS software package was priced from 26 - 38 
thousand dollars which includes licensing, installation 
and training. 
The system studied utilized two microprocessors to 
provide a backup in case of a system failure. The Sage IV 
configuration includes a 20 megabyte Winchester disk 
drive and a floppy disk drive. Of the total 4 RS232 
serial ports used in communications, one port was used 
for communications from processor to processor and the 
other three were used in conjunction with port 
concentrators to interface the terminals and bar code 
wands. A parallel port was used to provide an interface 
to a printer. 
Operating Description 
Each operation in the board manufacturing plant will 
utilize a bar code wand. As the operator begins his 
shift, he will wand his badge. To begin processing 
boards, the carrier in which the boards are contained is 
wanded. Once the operation is complete, the output 
carrier is also wanded. The board tracking uses this data 
to calculate an average board cycle time for the 
operation. Typically, in many of the operations, an 
inspection is performed on the boards. Boards found to be 
defective from any process would then be removed from the 
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carriers and tracked individually. At each of thes
e 
inspection stations, a menu pad would be available, wit
h 
predetermined error codes bar coded on the pad. T
he 
operator would wand the board and wand an error co
de 
displayed on the menu pad. 
Rework stations receiving these defective boards 
would wand each board and receive information on thei
r 
monitors identifying the problem. The same procedur
e 
exists as the standard operations - the operator wand
s 
himself at the beginning of his shift and wands eac
h 
board as he begins work on it and wands the board as h
e 
finishes each board. A menu pad will also be supplied t
o 
inform the system as to the problem solution. 
Given a routing sheet for a job, the ProMIS system 
tracks the product through its process steps. ProMI
S 
monitors the board movement and will insure that th
e 
correct process steps have been followed. 
ProMIS maintains a complete record of each process 
step's cycle time and maintains a record of boar
d 
problems created at the process step. Direct and indirec
t 
time accumulated by the employee is also recorded. Thi
s 
information is used in cost allocation and schedulin
g 
information. 
Terminals are supported to provide real time
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feedback and control options. The work-in-process 
dispatcher could inquire as to the status of a job on the 
floor. The dispatcher may wish to shift priorities on 
jobs to achieve a better line balance or because of 
machine failures, he may wish to change the routing. 
Terminals are also provided to inform the different 
departments or management as to the status of the system 
or to report on certain information. The terminal permits 
the inquiry and an option within ProMIS allows the 
inquirer to structure his own report format. The hard 
copy of the report would be be printed out at the system 
printer. 
Impressions of ProMIS 
Cibar has developed a cost effective solution to 
tracking product on the shop floor. In designing their 
solution, flexibility was a key design criteria. The 
system can be easily configured for the customer because 
of the modularity in their software system. Hardware 
independence makes it possible to run on different 
computers, which support USCD Pascal 4.1. Many 
organizations rely upon one vendor's computers or may 
wish to implement this Cibar ProMIS on their existing 
computers. In our plant that we have studied, our concern 
would be to bring up a system fast and able to interface 
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to a network in the future. Cibar has available a system 
already configured for an IBM PC XT. IBM PC XT computers 
are supported by Ethernet, our suggested network protocol 
for the testing and repairing subnetwork. 
The software modules that are available would 
satisfy our requirements for our board tracking system. 
The inventory control module which is not available at 
the present time, is not needed in our present CIM plan. 
The inventory control system is accessed frequently by 
the manufacturing support operations as described in the 
information requirements, therefore we wish to integrate 
the inventory control system with the support functions 
such as MRP and production planning. 
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APPENDIX B 
ROBOTS VIII -- A REPOR
T 
ON THE ROBOTICS INTERN
ATIONAL OF SME 
CONFERENCE 
JUNE 4-7, 1984 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
CHRIS CUCIAK 
BRETT SAYLOR 
JIM WATERMAN 
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The ROBOTS VIII exposition and Co
nference was held 
June 3-6, 1984 in Detroit, Michigan
. over 260 exhibitors 
were present, with more than 250 
robots on display. 
Several major American companies have ent
ered the 
field, such as IBM, Gener
al Electric, and 
Westinghouse, who are either pr
oducing or marketing 
lines of robots. The Japanese p
resence was also very 
strong, with new lines by compan
ies like Panasonic, 
Seiko, and Epson (Suwa Seikosha) • Besid
es the wide 
variety of robotic hardware, there 
were a large number 
of vision system vendors, and some
 early showings of 
advanced tactile sensor systems. 
To round out the 
exposition, innovative tooling an
d material handling 
equipment was demonstrated that inte
grated well with the 
robotic hardware. 
Equipment 
Robots 
Although there was a large numbe
r of new robotic 
vendors at the exposition, th
ere was not a 
proliferation of new robot geome
tries. By far the most 
popular geometry was the SCARA 
type robot, with an 
offering by nearly every major robot ven
dor. The 
Japanese companies centered around
 a few geometries; 
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cylindrical, cartesian, 
configuration, mostly 
accuracy, and aimed 
assembly market. 
jointed 
small in 
arm, and the SCARA 
size with high 
the rapidly expanding toward 
Some American companies, such as Cincinnati 
Milacron, concentrated on large, high capacity material
 
handlers, or, in the case of Unimation, on providing
 
NC machining capability with a robotic hardware
 
system. Newer companies concentrated on filling
 
various market niches, such as Adaptive Intelligence Co.
 
with their AARM, an all-electric driven gantry robo
t 
with force sensing similar in concept to the IBM 7565 
robot. Intelledex displayed a 7 axis jointed arm robot 
capable of covering a large work envelope with great
 
dexterity. Performance of the robots has increased
 
noticeably, with accuracies to +/-.0004
11
, and end-of-
arm speeds approaching 30 1per second. Weight capacities
 
of larger robots approached one ton at the gripper. 
Several companies exhibited cleanroom robots 
capable of operating in a Class 100 environment.
 
Panasonic showed a jointed arm robot suitable for service 
in a Class 20 environment, with a system price o
f 
$43,000. Intelledex showed a high precision jointed 
arm model, with tooling designed for hard disk handling,
 
rated for Class 100 now, and possibly Class 10 in the
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near future. 
Sensors 
There was a proliferation of visio
n systems by 
both robot vendors and new companie
s specializing in 
vision. There were good displays of i
ntegrated robot and 
vision systems from companies 
like Adept and 
Automatix. At Adept the system wou
ld locate and track 
randomly oriented parts on a conveyo
r system, while 
the Automatix system would pick up a P
C board part, look 
at the pins, and accurately place it i
nto the board. 
In standalone systems, General E
lectric had a 
vision system which recognized IC p
art numbers and the 
orientation of parts on a populated P
C board. Processing 
time was about one second per part. Th
e board moved on an 
X-Y table. 
sensors have gone from laboratory Tactile 
market in the past year. Lor
d and Barry 
to the 
Wright 
both exhibited 
interface to a 
bare sensors and systems ready to
 
robot. The Lord display featured 
a 
aoxso element preproduction tactile
 array being used 
to determine part orientation. A r
obot would place a 
part on the array and the system co
uld determine the 
centroid and orientation of the rand
omly placed piece. 
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Several demonstrations on different
 types of parts were 
observed during the week. 
Honeywell exhibited an accura
te ultrasonic 
distance measuring device capable
 of accuracies of 
0.004". 
Material Handling 
Nonsynchronous conveyor systems 
were displayed 
by SI Handling, Ewab, Seiko, and
 others. All featured 
stations where a pallet would 
be locked on place 
providing accurate registration. On
 the Seiko line the 
pallets were identified by a four
 pin combination that 
was read by the robot before it bega
n its work. Several 
other versions of this coding schem
e were observed in 
other systems. 
An AGV was demonstrated by Volvo, 
and SI Handling 
had one which would accept a 
pallet from their 
cart/Track system. Volvo offered
 an alternative to 
normal material handling with an A
GV that could support 
an automobile. 
Translogic displayed an electric t
rack cart which 
was highly accurate and semiconducto
r cleanroom rated. 
Tooling and Fixturing 
We saw a wide variety of innova
tive end-of-arm 
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tooling systems. Asea demonstrated a jointed arm 
robot with a six-effector turret that was assembling 
electrical contacts. Several examples of changeable 
tooling were observed, with the most notable being 
Applied Robotic's X-Change system which allowed fast 
change of 12 digital I/0 and four-pneumatic lines within 
a compact self contained coupler. 
Drills, screwdrivers, and other operating tools 
were shown as end effectors by a variety of companies. 
In the area of parts placement, Chad Industries 
demonstrated a method of inserting parts into a PC 
board using a compliant gripper and a parts 
registration fixture to insure orientation. 
At the GMF exhibit a bolt feeding mechanism made by 
Airway Automation was in use. This feeder was unique 
because of its compactness and ease of operation. It 
combined a "walking step" with a funneling action to 
feed socket-headed bolts into a track. 
Robot Simulation 
McDonnell Douglas demonstrated the McAuto Place 
cells. Running 
system for simulating robotic work 
on an Evans and Sutherland terminal, 
a library of 26 robots to choose 
the system has 
from. The 
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demonstration showed the ease at which 
could move robots in and out of the cell to 
limitations of each. 
a designer 
test the 
Several vendors demonstrated simulation pack
ages 
running on the Computervision system. GMF's 
package 
ran on an Intergraph system and featured solid 
modeling 
of the robot work environment. 
Applications 
Welding 
Laser welding an cutting was well represented
 at 
the show. Cincinnati Milacron equipped a ro
bot with 
the Spectra Physics laser system, as did severa
l others. 
Spot and arc welding were demonstrated by 
many 
exhibitors, mostly geared towards the automotive
 market. 
Assembly 
Next to welding as an application, assembly drew
 the 
largest interest from the show participants. E
lectronics 
assembly of both current technology and surfa
ce mount 
devices were well represented. 
Japanese 
complete cells 
companies such as suwa Seikosha offered 
for assembling a variety of mechanical 
and electronics devices. Panasonic introd
uced a new 
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line of specialized asse
mbly robots, the Pana 
Robo 
series. These systems we
re characterized by fairly 
high 
precision and low cost. 
The final category of 
assembly robots was the 
adhesive and fastening 
types, used in a variety
 of 
consumer and industrial 
applications. 
Presentations 
While 
attending 
at the show, we c
oncentrated on 
talks associated with ele
ctronic assembly. 
One paper that was very
 interesting was presente
d by 
AT&T's Engineering 
Vibratory Insertion 
Research Center and was 
titled " 
Process - A New Approach 
to Non 
Standard Component Inse
rtion". Offered as 
an 
alternative to either 
vision or robot probing
 to 
precisely insert a compo
nent, the VIP works we
ll for 
bulky components whose 
lead-to-case tolerance 
I 1S 
poor. The robot obtains
 a part from a feeder, 
and 
takes it to a nominal loc
ation at the printed circ
uit 
board. The board then vi
brates I a predefined pat
tern, in 
with the component "res
ting" on top with a 
slight 
downward pressure exerted 
by the robot. The scru
bbing 
motion of the board eventu
ally finds an alignment 
with 
the pins on the device, 
place. 
and the component falls 
into 
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The search time needed to complete the 
alignment was stated to be 1/8 second with greater 
than 99.8% reliability. Errors between pin and hole 
of +/- . 030 11 can be accommodated by the technique. The 
speakers presented a film of an assembly line which used 
the VIP and showed slow motion close ups of an 
actual search and insertion. The method was an 
interesting and· seemingly viable way of dealing with 
inaccuracies in assembling odd formed components. 
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